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USED BOOKS
A FRANK DISCUSSION AND APPRAISAL
In the notes that follow, Beth and I would like to tell you all we can 
about how the used book market works, and how to get the most 
from your textbook dollar.

USED BOOKS CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
The YORK Bookstores will be buying as many used books as they can get their hands on — 
because the price of used books will save you 25%of the list price of each book. That $10. 
anthology, if we can buy some "used", will cost you $7.50 — less your 5%cash discount.

WHERE WE BUY USED BOOKS
Anywhere, from anyone. Primarily, used books are purchased either direct from student 
users or directly from used book wholesalers.

HOW USED BOOKS ARE BOUGHT $ $ $
A. offer you the price he quotes in his catalog. His business is built on speculation 

and demand: he pays a percentage of the new price of a book based on the 
demand for that book in the North American college market. His most favorable 
terms (when he is buying, whether from you, or us) are likely to be 25%of the list 
price, when the title is a new edition (1969 or 1970) and has wide use in the college 
market. He will buy as many as he can get and resell to any retailer at 50% from 

As long as the book is reusable and with a sound binding, the condition of the list price. When the title is an older edition — '67, '68, '66, and/ or the popularity 
book does not become a factor of buying or selling price. * (market) of the book is less than universal, he cuts his buying price down to

anywhere from 5%to 20%of the list price, and takes the increased profit margin 
When a book has been used on a course, but we have no definite information that it (a store will still have to pay the 50%) because of the greater risk that he won't be 
will be required again, we do not buy the book for our own use or resale. We will able to sell all he is buying and to offset the losses he will incur in the long run in 
act as an agent for a book wholesaler (Follett's, Barnes & Noble, etc.) and will this type of speculative business.

The price from the student or the wholesaler is the same — half of the original list 
price. In either case a basic piece of information is known with great certainty: 
that the book being purchased WILL be required for a course, hence, probably 
will be resold. Thus, 50%of the new list price (you paid list less 5%discount if you 
bought your books at your York Bookstores and paid cash) is repaid to you.

a.

THE TEXT BOOK 
DOLLAR BOOKSTORE "PROFITS"

Textbooks are purchased from publishers at list price (always set by the publisher, never, 
but never, by a bookstore — except when imported books have prices adjusted to reflect 
the difference in national currency values) less 20%and the bookstore pays the postage. 
So here's where your text dollar goes:

shipping
s office 

1%, expense

X X
/ X
f The community's '

■ loss per dollar \

2%.

Z./// 12.5% 
^ salaries

\80% to 
Publisher

/
IBOOKSTORE PRICES i

3-5%\4.5%
,-pilferW- 
pure community 

Ipss

/cash We will do whatever possible to provide texts and other books to you at the best discounts 
discounts P°ssible' without having increasing operating losses. So, USED BOOKS will be bought at 

50%from list price WHEN WE HAVE RECEIVED A TEXTBOOK REQUISITION FROM 
AN INSTRUCTOR, TELLING US THAT HE WILL BE REQUIRING THAT PAR
TICULAR TITLE FOR COURSE USE IN THE NEXT SEMESTER. (For all purposes, we 
are now talking about summer school and next fall.) We will then clean the book, 
obliterate the name of the previous user, and re-price the book, complete with removable 

THIS IS A USED BOOK" sticker at 75%of list price. When you buy it for cash you will 
receive your 5% discount, and we will have the remaining 20% to pay overhead costs. If 
there is no pilferage, we break even, and you've saved a good deal of money. If you want 
to sell a book that we don't know will be used in the next term, we'll pay whatever the 
wholesale buying catalog quotes — sometimes good (?), 25%, sometimes bad, 25c. The 
choice at all times is YOURS. Buying and selling used books is done as a SERVICE. 
Really, the extra work involved is a pain — which is why so many bookstores just don't 
bother but only buy new books from publishers and get their necessary 20% for overhead 
from him.

\
X

x

AN ALTERNATIVE
If you prefer to wheel-and-deal yourself that's OK too, and the Bookstore will try to help. 
We will have installed, before September, a large SWAP BOARD — right in the textbook 
section of the bookstore — where you can post your "Books for Sale" or "Books Wanted" 
notices with whatever information you like. The only part we'll play in this venture is a bit 
of maintenance — we'll stamp each notice with a date (no approval necessary, just put the 
notice up and we'll date it) — and remove it two weeks later. That way we'll ease the 
paper pollution a bit, and you can always put up a fresh notice. But please, no book 
swapping in or around the bookstore. Our traffic problems are monumental as is.

SELLING HINTS
Timing's important in selling used books. We'll have many text requisitions by the middle 
of APRIL so hold off as long as you can. Bring your books (not a list, please) and sell those 
books that bring the price you want — remember, 50% on everything to be used in the 
summer or fall — and keep those books that are worth little in the wholesale buying guide. 
Check again before leaving for the summer, and then again as soon as you return in the 
fall. Many, if not most of your books can be resold to us for 50% CASH, by using this 
simple technique.

Good luck with those papers and finals! !

SbWc /p

/

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
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Presidential race nearly over

Senators voting on eight names
With A Little Help 
From Our Friends 

Senators finish voting this af
ternoon to show their preferences 
as to which of the eight candidates 
put forward by the presidential 
search committee should be the 
next president of York University.

In a special secret senate 
meeting Tuesday afternoon search 
committee chairman Bora Laskin 
told the senators the names of the 
candidates and urged senators to 
“show confidence” with the 
names, asking them to “not reveal 
the full list to anybody”. He said 
senators could consult with their 
colleagues inside and outside the 
university before they cast their 
votes.

"1. Whereas, on Jan. 22, 1970, the committee, (b) the interviewing of meeting of senate held Mamh ..SgjgSESs ÜËIIIÜ =5555==
“ ‘That the senate offer its acquainted with their views. “Therefore be it resolved that Th .. .

support and vote of confidence in “ ‘ — With respect to (c) above, (a) the senate censure the mem- fllst was Presented to
the search committee to proceed MR. JUSTICE LASKIN POINTED bers of the com™ittee of search for mept™aiTneifovf th,l‘r
under the interpretations of the OUT THAT THE PROCEDURES a new President for skilfully formav-IhnrM =t”®ht Befo[e,the
procedures as presented by Mr. OF SEARCH COMMITTEE TO RE disre8arding the commitment [he hiarn li 1 ,s.pr‘}seJated to
Justice Laskin.’ 7 PREPARED TO ANSWER g^en to senate, as expressed in its IearS commby

“2. And whereas, on page 6 of the QUESTIONS CONCERNINC resolutlon of Jan. 22, 1970, as refer-enr» U terms °f 
minutes of senate on Jan. 22, 1970 CANDIDATES QUESTIONS quoted above- (b) and the senate hj(|| fh’ ■ committee must 
as approved by senate on Feb. 26, CONCERNING THE VIEWS OF hereby withdraws its vote of max ï,ïn ?in?T d°Wn 0 a
1970, there is the following CANDIDATES ON VARIOUS Confidence in the committee and ^ three 3 mm,mum
statement: EDUCATIONAL ISSUES WOULD ^tbdraws) three members from R/‘

“2. ‘A number of senators BE QUITE APPROPRIATE ' the said committee.” Board members are also casting
Sdinï (ïfrfoeVe pr0Chedures- f“i And whereas- the chairman The motion, a question of dfdateTtfos week' ^ 

il( g tbe search com- of the committee of search for a privilege, has to be dealt with as
mitteeto become a nominating new president at the special soon as Adelman brings it up,

The motion was seconded by 
student senator John Adams.

can-

The committee's terms of 
reference did not include a 
specified number of names to 

jv4 present to the senate before they 
Etei cast their preferential ballots.

■ S V The senate and board ballots will 
iwSï! tabulated at York’s Survey 

Research Centre. Results of the 
Eksi vote will be released only to board ■HI chairman William Pearson Scott 

.’77™ and the members of the search 
"ij. « committee.

The eight candidates are:
— Albert Derrick Allen, 50, dean 

of the arts and science faculty at 
the University of Toronto ;

— Andrew Booth 51, dean of the 
college of engineering at the 
University of Saskatchewan and a 
government and business con
sultant;

— John H.G. Crispo, 37, director 
of the Centre for Industrial 
Relations at U of T;

— Harry S. Crowe, 47, dean of 
York’s Atkinson College ;

— Ivan R. Feltham, 39, a 
professor at York’s Osgoode Hall 
Law School and one of the two 
faculty members on York’s board 
of governors ;

— James M. Gillies, 46, dean of 
York’s Faculty of Administrative 
Studies ;

— John T. Say well, 40, dean of 
York’s Faculty of Arts;

— David Slater, 48, dean of 
graduate studies and research at 
Queen’s University. Slater, an 
economist, is also a member of the 
Committee on University Affairs, 
the Canada Council and the Social 
Science Research Council, and was 
once editor of Canadian Banker.

All of the candidates 
Canadian

Laskin refused to answer the 
senators “questions of substance 
on the views of the candidates,” 
because, he said, it would be 8$ 
“utterly impossible” to give a 
sufficiently objective treatment of 
their views.

Two members of the search 
committee, science dean H.I.
Schiff and humanities department 
chairman K.H. Michael Créai, 
indicated to a group of senators 
and others after the meeting that 
they had come to the special 
meeting prepared to try to tell the 
senate the views of the candidates 
on important issues.

Howard Adelman, assistant dean 
of Atkinson College, called the 
meeting “a farce” and charged 
that the senators would be “voting 
in ignorance”.

Angered by the refusal of search 
committee chairman Bora Laskin 
on Tuesday to answer “questions 
of substance on the views of the 

president,
Atkinson College’s acting dean 
Howard Adelman has prepared 
motion for senate today which, if 
passed, could effectively hamper 
further deliberations.

At about 4:30 pm yesterday 
university secretary W.D. Farr 
received a copy of the following 
motion :

fixSt*»»

5T
» -,

The board will appoint the next 
president, keeping in mind that 
their choice must have the “broad 
support” of the senate.

At Tuesday's senate meeting 
S» Laskin again refused to define the 

; term “broad support” to the 
I - senators. When one senator 

charged that that would mean the 
board will ignore the senate vote if 
there is no pattern of broad sup- 
P°rt. another senator charged that

. , . ___ -cw- . ** the board would probably make its
gÿf own decision anyway.
4~-• Behavioralists in the meeting

charge(l that with a list of eight 
• 4T& -, > i:,* v TL • - candidates on a preferential ballot,

, '2 * 0*$-* - .%/t,. there is little chance broad support
> 1 -I Wl11 be shown for any candidate

i after the ballots have been
tabulated.

SjSk- £ Mathematics professor Lee
Sr?* y ?» Lurch stood up and quoted the 

minutes of the senate meeting Jan. 
*■ 22, which were approved by the

!S?SrCr V VfmÈÊà

il-'- -^ . >

Ol I
„ •

>•1
SBtâhy- «

[\

*- v y.
are

-,

r^T

senate at their February meeting :
^ “Laskin pointed out that the

procedures required the search
committee to ‘be prepared to

' answer questions' concering the
|K^- candidates. Questions concerning

«r? fbc views of candidates on various
4 educational issues would be quite

a „• appropriate."
Laskin ignored the statement.
Adelman accused Laskin of “a 

complete about face” and
questioned that the search com- 

V mittee could be presenting the
- names to senate in all seriousness. 
», Laskin apologized and said, “I 
w didn’t think I'd gone that far.” But

_ be sa*d tbe senate would not get
any more information from him 

. — ' and intimated that the minutes of
-• the Jan. 22 meeting were wrong.

Laskin said each of the eight 
candidates had been “minimally 
acceptable" to the search com
mittee. He said the committee had 
considered about 90 names 
altogether in their deliberations, 
but that by a preliminary, perhaps 
arbitrary judgment” the com
mittee had investigated only 45 
potential candidates.

,'aPT
Uk >:ÉT J1*E. >■

■

PÎÀ
*' y-m-

■4.*

51

K •
I.-.

A-

candidates” for
- ...f
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MUD, MUD, GLORIOUS MUD
Smoï/înf, fMe n3me Sti" applies t0 the holdings, as this student found out on Monday

ssss aer„cÆ sk:, par-as he ,ried ,o - ^
Excalibur — Tim Clark

car.
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Motion to abolish psych grades is endorsed
HSSmSSïEsSaa--ÆS2£5ï ,:rd~,c — -

year 1970-71. Bakan said he deplored the system of
The motion has been passed for further However, it is likely that the contracted grading because it forced undergraduate

consideration to a special meeting of the c.0UTse requirements, completed by the education to be directed, primarily, 
entire department, to be held next Mon student- would be included in the Iran- towards the writing of exams rather than 
day. mon" script. towards the active assimilation of the

course material.
advocates the elimination of The motion was proposed by psychology He said he felt that in a situation in 

tx)th of the present methods of evaluation professor David Bakan at a special which the teacher has the ultimate nower 
-the use of letter grades as well as the use meeting of the UCC. over his students - that of determining his

- — — - - «MM -seeh::

with each student working in isolation, 
forced into Bell Curve competition with his 
fellow students, is the exact opposite of the 
real need for people to cooperate and pool 
their intelligences in order to solve their 
mutual problems, he said.

Bakan said he had continued to give 
grades to his students only because they 
are the primary criterion for graduate 
school selection. However, he pointed out 
that there is now a very low rate of ac
ceptance into graduate programs and even 
this rate is steadily declining. (About 4 per 
cent of all applicants into York's graduate 
department of psychology are being ac
cepted.)
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Ross may refer YUFA's threat to court
York professors were among the lowest in 
Ontario, ranking higher only than those at 
Brock and Trent universities.

“We have not put the students in this 
bind," he said. “It’s the board’s fault. We 
have received no concrete offers from the 
board, despite a meeting in January and 
another on March 13."

He said the governors told the faculty 
negotiating committee they lacked suf
ficient budget information to negotiate.

The association is seeking a 20 per cent 
increase for all of the teaching staff. The 
increase is needed, it says, to cope with 
inflation to provide salaries comparable 
with similar professions, to permit raises 
for merit and to experience and correct 
salary inequities among present faculty 
members.

In addition, the association wants 
special housing allowance for junior 
faculty, portable pensions within Ontario, 
and eligibility for sabbatical leave after

five years here, instead of the present 
seven-year requirement.

The closed faculty meeting narrowly 
rejected a motion calling for a halt to 
teaching after this Wednesday to protest 
the board’s inaction, Olson said. Formal 
classes end on April 3 for most students.

An “overture” on salaries made Friday 
by Ross, in a letter specially-delivered to 
all the faculty, was “unanimously 
rejected" at the meeting, Olson said.

He charged the letter “tried to go right 
over the heads of the faculty association. 
We don't know what the administration 
intends by it. I suppose it is some kind of 
quasi-offer."

In the letter, Ross argued that any 
salary settlement must be contingent upon 
the provincial budget which sets a basic 
value for the university’s operating grants 
formula. He stated the budget is not ex
pected until late March or early April.

If the basic value is increased by 4.5 per

By JOHN ADAMS
University president Murray Ross 

hinted Monday he may refer a threat by 
the faculty association last week to 
withhold final student grades to the 
university disciplinary courts.

Last Friday, 70 members of the 
association voted almost unanimously to 
ask the 600 York professors and lecturers 
to withhold final grades, unless a salary 
and benefits settlements is reached 
with the board of governors by next 
Tuesday.

Instead, the 488-member association, 
which represents 80 per cent of the 
teaching staff will set up an unofficial 
information service for the 8,500 fulltime 
and 7,500 parttime students.

The association meets today at noon in 
S166 in the Ministry of Love to review the 
progress of negotiations during the week.

Ross' thinly-veiled threat of prosecution 
was his response to what he described as 
“something entirely new in university 
history." No university court system 
existed officially until Ross said last week 
he was implementing the Laskin report on 
rights and responsibilities as “an interim 
measure", until discussion of the report is 
completed.

Ross’ decision has been questioned 
because the report, released last 
November, recommended it should not be 
adopted in whole or in part without 
discussion throughout the university. The 
Duff-Berdahl committee of the senate is 
making a clause-by-clause review of the 
report now.

Ross apparently failed to realize that his 
courts system already jeopardized by the 
withdrawal of several student judges in 
protest against his implementation of the 
Laskin report, will be unworkable if the 
faculty association also withdraws its five 
nominees for judgeships. Faculty sources 
have said they want to do this.

Ross also apparently is unaware that, 
although he has exclusive legal authority 
over student conduct by Article 13 (2) (c) 
of The York University Act. he has no legal 
authority by the act over faculty conduct.

The faculty association decision came 
five months after its salary and benefits 
demands were submitted to the board, 
official spokesman Theodore Olson said 
last week.

The assistant professor and acting 
chairman of the arts faculty social science 
division, charged that salary levels for

cent, Ross wrote, the faculty might expect 
a 10 per cent salary increase. If it is 5.5 per 
cent, they might expect 12 per cent.

A member of the association executive, 
who asked not to be identified, said, “The 
Ross letter is irrelevant. It is also 
meaningless, because he says the increase 
may be used to hire new professors, not to 
pay the present staff more."

Olson said his association is preparing a 
detailed statement of its demands and the 
university budget for distribution to all 
faculty members next week.

“It will explain why we think the full 
amounts we seek are within the ability of 
the university to pay," he said.

The faculty negotiating committee has 
reviewed the university budget, although 
it took the university administration from 
last July until February to produce it, he 
said.

Other association sources said the 
budget was only produced after a threat to 
censure the vice-president (finance), 
Bruce Parkes, despite a board agreement 
last year to permit the faculty association 
access to the budget.

“We are prepared for serious, con
tinuous negotiations,” Olson said. “We 
have not found a corresponding attitude on 
the board."

University of Toronto professor Charles 
Hanley, executive vice-chairman of the 
Ontario Confederation of University 
Faculty Association, spoke at the meeting 
and defended the York association’s 
demands for a 20 per cent increase.

He said afterwards his group’s salary 
formula contains four anti-inflationary 
factors, built in well before any govern
ment wars on inflation.

The formula freezes 1969-70 salaries at 
their present levels, although in 1968-69, 
mid-year increases of 4-8 per cent were 
common.

Claims for loss of purchasing power in 
1969-70 are not retroactive, but only apply 
to 1970-71 salaries. “We are deferring for 
12 months our claims for losses due to 
inflation," he said.

Benefits from increased national 
productivity, as measured by the Gross 
National Product, are similarily deferred 
12 months. “We are only trying to get our 
share a year after the improvement,” he 
said.
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Excalibur ■ Tim Clark
STROUD GOT IT

York president Murray G. Ross presents the Yeoman of the Year Award to 
hockey captain Murray Stroud at the Men's Athletic Committee banquet last 
Wednesday.

“Finally, we are holding the line on 
increases until July. Businesses have only 
offered the federal Prices and Incomes 
Commission a two month lag price 
freeze."

Nat. Sci. students win in bid for optional final
By BOB WALLER

Natural Science 176A students 
effected an eleventh-hour com
promise last week in their bid to 
provide an option to the com
pulsory final exam.

In a meeting between the NS176A 
negotiating committee and the 
first year general education in
terdisciplinary committee on 
Thursday afternoon, the students 
agreed to scrap their demand for 
the option of a pass/ fail grade with 
no final exam in favor of a final 
letter grade based on the previous 
term work, pending “satisfactory” 
completion of a course critique.

The meeting of the general 
education committee was asked by 
arts dean John Saywell the day 
before to deal with the NS176A 
dispute with a view to deciding on 
what action it should recommend 
the arts faculty exam board take 
on final standing if any students in 
the course refused to write the 
compulsory final.

However, during the meeting, 
science professor C.A. Hooker and 
three members of the negotiating 
committee worked out the final 
compromise, one which Hooker 
felt would be acceptable to course 
director James A. Burt.

The compromise met support 
from the general education 
committee, a multi-faculty group, 
who earlier had shown con
siderable hesitation and confusion 
about developing a recom
mendation which would in any way 
endorse the pass/ fail option.

Fine arts assistant dean J.G. 
Green said that “if there is any 
change from existing regulations, 
it would have to affect all first 
courses.

“If Natural Science 176A goesooen I’ll have 250 Student, in .Jhte8enefral education commit- require studying. The but at this point in the game, there 
Humanities rajLjfti SA'Sï. way to accept it."

Burton aisles at me asking for the John Yolton, Hooker and the a marginal or average student it is
same thing, he said. students to define the critique. If not easier and will not have the , . ,

Burl was called to the meeting '^>0‘he built-in safeg„ards of the final jN^^LgoSgTommUte

“L‘^i„ldl7„Te aal’afactory to Burt, the com- ^ ST Ha""dsuggested compromise. Although promise would go into effect. cuSSn ^mmUtee had reteed
he maintained his original position The compromise was effected to change the form of final c At one point after a meeting with 
against changing the evaluation and the NS176A class was informed evaluation to accommodate the Selnff the original demands were
system at this late date, he was 0f this at the end of their Monday demands of the students. rejected for a time in favor of an
convinced to acquiesce to the lecture. optional letter-graded critique,
compromise on the condition that it The science faculty argued that The students later reverted to a
would be specified that the non- At that time Burt warned: “The they would not change anything modification of their first set of
graded critique be of high second option is not easy and the without Burt’s approval and Burt demands,
academic quality. exam is not a snap exam. It will argued that “it’s a good suggestion

The rejection by science on 
Wednesday last week followed two

Preceding last week’s con
ciliation talks, the Science, 
Technology and Society course had 
labored through almost four 
months of wrangles over course 

..... ... ... ,. . . .. . organization, content and finally(i) that the critique will display clear evidence of a the validity of a final exam 
thoughtful arid critical analysis of the field (namely, 
science, technology and society and the relations 
between them)

Course proposal for NS176A
The question of the final evaluation in Natural 

Science 176A was discussed at a meeting of the 
General Education Committee on Thursday, March 
19. As a result of this meeting, the course director and 
students of NS176A agree that students shall have the 
opportunity of either:

(i) writing the final examination and earning a 
course grade in the normal course of events, or

On Friday, March 13, about 40 
students walked out of a lecture in 
protest after Council of the York 
Student Federation academic 
affairs commissioner Joe Polonsky 
initiated in-lecture discussion on 
the course’s problems.

(ii) that the critique will make clear during its 
progress, that the writer understands or has made a 
determined effort to understand, the material offered 
in the course, in particular the essential nature of 
science and technology and the relations between 
them, with some detail drawn from the second term’s 
work by way of illustrating his point of view

Representatives of the students 
who walked out went immediately 
to see Saywell about the course but 

(iii) that the critique is aimed at providing a viable as he wasn’t in talked to arts 
alternative course which would, in the writer’s mind, associate dean W.W. Piepenberg 
cover the matter more adequately. Suggested and arranged a meeting for the 
syllabus and areas of accompanying reading would following Tuesday with Saywell. 
normally be part of his task.

(ii) writing a critique of the course which shall be 
evaluated as satisfactory of unsatisfactory, having as 
their final grade, the grade earned in the course 
without the final examination, provided that the 
critique is evaluated as satisfactory failing which a 
supplemental examination will be levied. (It should 
be noted that the grade assigned to students in this 
category will be an average of the grade for the first 
term examination and that for either a term essay or 
an oral research project/ book oral research 
project).

When the student negotiating 
Disagreements, if any, between students and committee attempted to gain time 

course director as to the merits of the critiques of- 1Iî,"e Monday lecture to explain 
fered will be referred to a committee of the Natural a'X)ut the meeting the next day 
Science Division and the students involved will, , " Saywell, Burt refused. The 
where appropriate be consulted. ? . ss was then disrupted and Burtleft.

The course director and students of NS176A 
recognize that the objective of the ungraded option is 
to offer a useful critique of the present course. As 
such it is expected:

The date of submission of the critique was not About 80 students remained to 
discussed but the Natural Science Division feels the discuss the course and endorsed 
most logical date to be the day of the written the pass/ fail option demand to be 
examination. taken to Saywell next day.
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Confronts Poli. Soi. chairman

G tendon discriminates, Haggar charges
By JOHN KING “It’s a case of personal conflict received his doctorate from

Controversial political scientist and nepotism as far as I’m con- Columbia University. He was 
George Haggar is charging York cerned,” Haggar said in an in- interviewed by then-principal of 
University with political terview Tuesday night. the college Escott Reid and by
discrimination again — this time Haggar filed charges with the York political science professor 
for a job he applied for as a Ontario Human Rights Com- Neal Wood. Haggar was a student 
political theorist in Glendon mission in September, 1969, of Wood’s at Columbia and in a 
College’s political science against York and four other letter of recommendation from 
department. provincial universities, saying Wood, was described as “clearly

In a meeting with the Glendon they refused to hire him because of my top student ... He should make 
political science union last Friday his socialist political beliefs and an excellent teacher.” Haggar was 
Haggar said he had applied for a anti-Zionist views. He said he was told his name was by far the most 
job opening in the department, but recommended by several prominent on the list of applicants, 
that he had been turned down in professors at York to fill a post In January, 1967, Reid wrote
favor of a personal friend of created when political science Haggar a note to say the ap- 
Glendon political theory professor professor Edward Broadbent left pointment had been given to 
Ellen Wood. to sit in the House of Commons as another applicant. Haggar, then at

In a student confrontation with New Democratic Party member Waterloo-Lutheran University, 
Glendon political science chair- for Oshawa-Whitby, but that he said Tuesday he was not upset or 
man T.K. Olson later, Olson ad- was passed over in favor of a less surprised at the time, 
mitted that he had not even up- qualified applicant. That spring however, Haggar
dated his dossier on Haggar to York political science depart- said, York political science
include Haggar’s dossier from ment chairman Harold Kaplan professor Fred Schindeler, on a 
Columbia University, that he had denied Haggar’s charges but visit to Waterloo, told Haggar his 
not followed up any of Haggar’s refused to debate the subject with name had ranked first for job until 
letters of recommendations and him. Wood nominated University of
that the department had not even Haggar first applied to Glen- California at Los Angeles graduate
acknowledged receipt of Haggar’s don’s political science department Ellen Meiksons as a superior
application. Nov. 22, 1966, four days after he candidate.

Shortly after her arrival in 
Canada, Ellen Meiksons married 
Neal Wood.
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On Dec. 1, 1969, on the recom
mendation of University of Toronto 
political economy professor C.B.
MacPherson, Haggar answered an 
advertisement in the Nov. 28 
University Affairs Supplement for 
a political theorist at Glendon 
College.

According to Haggar, Olson said 
he had expected to hear from him 
and that his application would be 
the most prominent of 85 ap
plications.

The only question Olson raised,
Haggar said, was that because 
Haggar was “a political liability” 
there might have been some 
likelihood that York arts dean John 
Saywell or Kaplan might veto will not be used in courses she will 
Haggar's appointment. teach next year, Olson said Friday.

Miss Bridgeland plans to teach a 
course on political theory of in-

51

- Nigel Ottley
Glendon political science chairman T.K. Olson pokes his head out 
of his office door when students come up to confront him.

been updated.
When pressed further Olson 

admitted that Miss Bridgeland's 
application had been the only one 
followed up when the job was of
fered.

Olson said that “perhaps I’ve 
been derelict in my duties.”

Haggar's and Miss Bridgeland’s 
qualifications for the Glendon 
position overlap in most 
Both are experts in political theory 
and comparative government. 
Haggar has also had experience 
teaching courses on Canadian 
government and he has devised a 
course in Canadian social and 
political theory.

The political science union two 
weeks ago agreed nothing could be 
done for Haggar, but demanded 
that the political science depart
ment give the union a summary of 
the qualifications of the applicants 
they hired and refused and 
demanded that present loose 
structures of faculty hiring be 
formalized to include equal student 
and faculty representation on the 
hiring committee of the depart
ment. In an attempt at a com
promise last week the students 
said they might be prepared to 
accept their demands leaving the 
hiring committee as an advisory 
committee to the department 
chairman.

The union was to meet with Olson 
again yesterday afternoon to 
negotiate the demands.

dgeland was also a student of Neal 
Wood.

Her interests in French CanadaA

On Jan. 10, Haggar said he 
telephoned Olson, who told him his , . . , 
chances of getting the job were not dustrial society, 
good because he was not a Students at the political science
Canadian and not bilingual. union meeting last Friday

fronted Olson outside his office 
after Olson refused to come to the 
meeting to answer Haggar's 
charges.

When Haggar accused Olson of 
spreading rumors about his in
tellectual integrity Olson refused 
to answer.

* con-
j Later in January Gina 

Bridgeland, a British-born 
specialist in political theory and 
comparative government now 
completing her PhD at UCLA, was 
appointed to the position Haggar 
was seeking.

In a recent interview with the 
Glendon College. newspaper Pro 
Tern, Olson said Miss Bridgeland 
was hired because of her 
reputation for brilliance, her in
terest in French Canada and 
because of her favorable recom- 

- Nigei ottiey mendations from Ellen Wood and 
Political theorist George Haggar came to Glendon to defend York political science professor 
charges that his doctoral degree from Columbia University was a Robert Albritton, both former 
fake. classmates of hers. Miss Bir-

areas.

g Haggar said Tuesday he had 
accepted an offer to speak to the 
union because third year Glendon 
political science student Chris 
Wilson had been told by Ellen 
Wood that Haggar’s Columbia PhD 
was a fake.

One of the documents in his 
confidential dossier which Haggar 
showed to students at the union 
meeting was a statement from the 
chairman of his oral examination 
committee for his doctorate at 
Columbia, Herbert A. Deane, 
describing him as “a thoroughly

... .. ., . „„ „ honest and open person ... He will
University president Murray G. In a letter to York students the University,” the calendar be an energetic and highly 

Ross says he implemented the Monday Ross apologized for the statement says, “a person stimulating teacher ... I recom-
^'ri , 0 ,, e recommended ambiguity of a statement in York acknowledges his willingness to mend him without hesitation.”
p ce ures of the Laskin report calendars, which refers members abide by these concepts.” When students pressed Olson
on discipline not to inhibit of the university to the discipline In his letter, Ross says “the with questions, he produced the file 
discussion of the Laskin Report but report “which sets forth the basic Laskin Report has not been ap- °n Bagger prepared by Reid after

state tranKly that we have concepts which should prevail at proved, accepted or adopted in his interview in 1966. It had not
are rr8 awry {rr the University witb respect to the whole or in part by the University.b0}? restn<:tlvf sections of behaviour of students. The Report is now under discussion

the York University Act. “By accepting membership in and judgment on its adequacy will
come later.”

L

Ross defends discipline

Glendon councillors 
threaten to resignAdmin, readies for 

exam bomb threats
Ross claims that by adopting the 

disciplinary sections of the report 
“I am . . . using the spirit of the 
recommended procedures to at
tempt to provide a greater degree 
of self-government in disciplinary

Administrators at York are worried that students uptight about their matters in the University.” 
exams might try to get them cancelled by phoning in a bomb threat to the Ross says that by adopting the 
building their exam is going to be held in. But they’ve figured out an sections as university policy “I 
answer — alternate examination halls. have limited the authority given

meeting of the presidential advisory committee last Thursday tbe President in the Act in ac- 
safety and security director C.G. Dunn asked what action should be taken cordance with the procedures 
if the university should receive a bomb threat. recommended in the Laskin

Two phoney bomb threats were called in warning that bombs were to Report.” He says this is a first step 
go off in the Central Square and the Steacie Science Library last month, toward modifying the York Act to 
After the first call, the Central Square and part of the Ministry of Love take away some of the exclusive 
was evacuated — five minutes after the bomb was supposed to go off. The legal authority over student
second threat, called in to the computer centre in the basement of conduct the president is given committees of the em.neil - 
torlrf* Hbrary8servfoester Dunn'consulte<* wRRT.F. O’Connell, the direc* .under Article 13,(2) (Oof the act. At present. the no^inating councillors.

The committee recommended that each can received snouiti De Ross on discipline report-Page 26 fo^o^Ll^cf^n!,11^0011110'1 3$ 1'Three1 student faculty coun- 
treated seriously and that buildings should be evacuated. yuFA'retad, document-Pag, « Lmtoet ” Se^bSIlre moti ,'m ”

Sixteen of 18 student members of The students argue that for 
the Glendon College Faculty students to be represented 
Council have threatened to resign adequately they, as student 
from that body today if the council members, “must be elected to the 
does not adopt a motion stating 
that “the election of students to 
committees of the council be the 
responsibility of the student 
members of the council.”

Should the motion be defeated, 
the students will resign because 
they feel that they “will no longer 
be able to guarantee effective council can be impeached by one- 
student representation on the eighth of the student body or three-

quarters of the student faculty

committees either by the student 
body or by those responsible to it.”

At a The student faculty councillors 
claim that they are the only ones in 
council who are “responsible to the 
students' point of view.”

Any student member of faculty
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Excalibur Everything secret degenerates; nothing is safe that does not show it can bear discus
sion and publicity — Lord Acton

I

Shine on brightly: this is indeed the end
1 r-ini^ aoB... I

—7^

A seed stirs longing 
And has no warning 
For its bright awareness 
And its dirty bareness 
In the cool quiet dawn 
Of life:

That lived in history 
But only prepared 
Just now after sun had rose 
With their strong teeth bared.

"Why are we here?" cried the smallest. 
"To enjoy life,” smiled the tallest. 
"Why?”

This poem was written by my 
brother, Fred. I don’t know whether 
or not it is any good, but I like it. For 
some reason, since I heard it a month 
ago, the last three lines keep
repeating themselves in my mind.

* * *

I suppose that many of you ex
pected that this, EXCALIBUR’s final 
editorial, would be the ultimate in 
radical trip-laying. I hope you won’t 
be disappointed but it will be merely 
the passing ego trip of a retiring
university editor.

* * *

By the way, EXCALIBUR is not a 
radical paper. Rather, it is a 
muckracking paper. I’ll try to explain 
why. This year I attempted to have 
EXCALIBUR fulfill two related 
functions: 1) a critical mirror on the 
York community, regardless of how 
uncomfortable the reflections might 
be, 2) a guide to the community for 
constructive social change.

Naturally, the two can not easily be 
separated. Often, honest reflections of 
the way things were provided the best 
possible guide to motivating people to 
start action to change things.

Therefore, EXCALIBUR was, and 
will probably continue to be, a 
creation of the objective conditions of 
York University.

That is, when the York community 
becomes ‘radical’ (I mean openly 
revolutionary, i.e. anti-imperialist) 
then also will EXCALIBUR become a
radical newspaper.

* * *

My biggest disappointment this 
year: not being able to turn the 
EXCALIBUR mirror on the faculties 
of science and administrative studies. 
To those people in these two faculties 
who don’t want to see this happen, be

<&be,...Nice
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I aDOWN WITH VPOWM WITH 
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expand on that statement, but our 
lawyers advise me that it would be 
considerably beyond the bounds of 
‘fair comment.’

I would like to extend my personal 
condolences to the board of governors 
and particularly to its chairman, 
William Pearson Scott. Perhaps you 
gentlemen will be able to find the 
money to purchase a Punch and Judy 
show if the new puppet is not 
satisfactory.

* * *

Thank you: everyone on the 
masthead. In particular: Dave 
Cooper, Tim Clark and Harry Kitz. 
Better photographers no editor could 
have asked for. In particular: Roily 
and Jackie Stroeter. I detest ad
vertising in principle, but the ads they 
drummed up paid the bulk of our bills. 
In particular: David McCaughna. An 
editor you’re not, but an often- 
brilliant writer you are. In particular: 
Ross Howard. Despite a fourth year, 
The Telegram and senate, Ross 
provided his advice and good copy. In 
particular: Glen S. Williams. Glen 
shouldered much of the load in our 
campaign against Americanization, 
through his feature articles and his 
help in developing editorial policy.

John King. Managing Editor. A 
good newsman with a healthy 
suspicion toward everything. He 
could get a job as a printer with his 
technical knowledge. He’s still awake 
at 7 am Wednesday morning when it’s 
time to drive to Newsweb. An honest 
and loyal friend.

Bob Roth, next year’s Editor-in- 
Chief deserves special thanks for the 
hours he put in covering stories. Bob

• TW CMaifriua, lut, IfW

is one of the few people around who 
can write half-decent interpretative 
news. Best of luck next year. Get a lot 
of sleep this summer.

Newsweb, our printers, should get a 
medal for the patience and help they 
have shown us this year — especially 
with regards to the extras. Probably 
the thing that says most about 
Newsweb is that it’s a happy place to 
work in.

forewarned. There have been quite a 
few individuals as well as informal 
delegations who have visited us ask
ing for such coverage.

My happiest moment this year: the 
election of the largely activist Council 
of the York Student Federation under 
Paul Axelrod. After two years of less- 
than-mediocre student government, 
students here may finally have 
started on the long road to organizing 
themselves.

!

I have this uncomfortable feeling 
that I should say something profound, 
strike a ‘quotable quote’. I have never 
been one who has enjoyed writing 
editorials. I actually think they are a 
little pretentious and probably 
superfluous. I also believe that a well- 
written news story is more valuable 
than an editorial in nine out of 10 
cases.

To be honest, I must admit that my 
editorial policy has never exclusively, 
nor even in large part, come out of 
Page 6. Rather, it has come from the 
newspaper packaged as a whole: 
front page, feature pages, montage. 
That’s also what I enjoyed doing the 
most this year — packaging each 
issue of EXCALIBUR.

I do have a ‘quotable quote’ after 
all. It probably isn’t original, but 
anyway. . .

To the Natural Science 176A 
negotiating 
congratulations on winning your basic 
demand of an optional final exam. 
That should be evidence that you can 
get what you need if you organize.

One point, though. I hope you 
noticed how relieved the 1st year 
General Education Inter-disciplinary 
Committee was when you agreed to 
drop your demand for a pass/ fail 
option. They desperately wanted to 
avoid giving into your demand in any 
way and thereby set a precedent for 
similar action on «the part of other 
courses at York.

I also believe that members of the 
committee saw even longer range 
implications of setting such a 
precedent.. .like perhaps an end to all 
forms of compulsory evaluation, 
however crude.

committee:;

i
Understand the people and through 

that understanding perhaps learn to 
trust them, maybe even learn to serve 
them.

Curzon.

I am told that York will know who 
its new administration president is by 
the middle of April. Given the un
democratic, barely representative, 
and confused means by which he will 
have been chosen, we cannot, in 
honesty, say we are satisfied.

However, one point makes us very 
happy.. .Murray G. Ross is leaving at 
the end of June. I would dearly love to

Amicalement et syndicalement, 
Bob WALLER

i

You know, MacRae — you’re right 

Russell does have a brilliant mind
:
:
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It is probably time to ask if the term 
“imperialism” does describe the problem. 
For that is the issue underlying all the 
press statements issued by all the in
terested parties involved in the debate 
over American control.

In view of the consequences of 
Americanization of the university ; and in 
view of the consequences of American 
control of the Canadian economy — loss of 
political control, cultural identity and 
natural resources — the time has probably 
come to quit examining terms in light of 
their palatability, and to examine them in 
terms of whether or not they accurately 
describe the situation.

It is only through this sort of 
examination that all Canadians will be 
able to come to grips with a situation 
which they agree has dire consequences 
for Canada.

Until such time, both the tragic and the 
farcical will continue to be acted out in 
Canadian history, punctuated only with 
legislation limiting the American content 
on Canadian television, and by the oc
casional Royal Commission report.

.. .How, for example, did the university 
become so Americanized in the first 
place?

Clearly, the university is not the ivory 
tower of academic legend. That statement 
is already a cliche even in university 
administration circles.

The university is linked directly to the 
Canadian economy, and whatever is 
happening on the campus is the result of 
what is happening in the rest of the nation.

But recognition of this fact has many 
implications about how the problem will be 
solved and one of the first implications is 
that neither students nor faculty will solve 
it alone.

John Conway, a teaching assistant and 
graduate student at Simon Fraser 
University, has put it more bluntly :

“Clearly, we cannot have independent 
universities without independent economic 
and political institutions as well.

“What we are dealing with is American 
imperialism and the struggle for Canadian 
independence. Perhaps that struggle can 
begin in the university, but it cannot end 
there.”

In the past, the use of the word “im
perialism” has usually been sufficient to 
cut off debate on any topic — it has acted 
as an ideological circuit breaker in the 
minds of many people who are nonetheless 
disturbed about the problem of American 
control.
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"Our economic system must create men who fit its needs; 
men who cooperate smoothly ; men who want to consume 
and more. Our system must create men whose tastes are stan
dardized, men who can be easily influenced, men whose needs 
can be anticipated. Our system needs men who feel free and 
independent but who are nevertheless willing to do what is ex
pected of them, men who will fit into the social machine without 
friction, who can be guided without force, who can be led without 
leaders, and who can be directed without any aim except ‘to 
make good’.

“It is not that authority has disappeared, nor even that it has 
lost in strength, but that it has been transferred from the overt 
authority of force to the anonymous authority of persuasion and 
suggestion. In other words, in order to be adaptable, modern man 
is obliged to nourish the illusion that everything is done with his 
consent, even though such consent be extracted from him by 
subtle manipulation. His consent is obtained, as it were, behind 
his back, or behind his consciousness.”

more

— Erich Fromm

Graduation: now you get your white canes
It is rather sad to see what is being attempted 

here today. It reminds me of a group of doctors who 
have messed up an operation and who now are 
frantically trying to cover up by washing their 
hands of the affair, by changing into clean gowns, 
and by trying to cover the wound with wax. How 
much of the failure was their fault is difficult to 
establish — for they attempted the operation blind. 
They too have had their eyes burned out in the 
university. They have merely tried to ‘cure’ 
patients so that they will emerge from the operation 
in the likeness of those who have ‘cured’ them.

We are those patients. What is happening today 
is that some of the patients are being presented 
with their white canes. Today, some of us are being 
told: “Come children, and kneel at our feet in your 
gratitude, for you are to be equipped today with the 
white canes which you have earned and with which 
you will be able to stumble your way into the out
side world.

“You are now ready. You have lived for three or 
four years at a place where you have been granted 
the power of acting out the dictates of your con
science (but only when those dictates agree with 
ours). You who have not gained enough of our 
respect for us to allow you to control your own tiny 
environment today, are by some miraculous 
transition (the possession of a white cane, 
perhaps? ) going to become the leaders, the hopes, 
of the world tomorrow.”

As the blind lead the others into blindness. As the 
world crumbles around them.

This university, like any other university in 
North America, is functioning as a monolithic 
contradiction. You are here to learn how to become 
critical, knowledgeable citizens of society and you 
learn just about everything but that.

economic and ideological foundation for well over 
one-third of the people on this planet can be 
examined, at best, as a side-light in the mainstream 
of political science, history, economics, and 
philosophy.

There is no doubt that major changes in our 
educational system must be brought about. Yet 
York University President Murray G. Ross vir
tually said in a speech yesterday that despite the 
work of agitators paid by ‘outside organizations’ 
York students have decided that things are so good 
at York that their faith in the system there has not 
faltered. What Dr. Ross has really said is that 
either York is vastly better than any other 
university in North America or that York students 
have not the ability to notice its faults without the 
aid of agitators from ‘outside organizations.’

At Glendon College last year we did begin to 
show our discontent. Principal Escott Reid, the 
same man who had told us that Glendon students 
should get “fire in their bellies” informed us that

now that we did have “fire in our bellies”, we didn’t 
belong at Glendon College.

Universities today are perpetuating a kind of 
1984 “newspeak” (cf. Orwell) with which people 
who have shown their anger at a world system 
which carries out slaughter, structuralizes chaos, 
and allows mass starvation, who want a world in 
which none of this exists, are called “disrupters”, 
“terrorists”, or “outside, paid political agitators”.

The Carter Commission report has pointed out 
that an unfairly large portion of Canadian taxation 
is placed upon the people who can afford it least. 
Very few poor children in Canada get into 
university. This points out a situation whereby 
people who are paying a disproportionately large 
amount of the taxes are very much under
represented in universities. No real confrontation 
of this issue has been undertaken within or by 
universities in Canada.

Who cares?
Not very many people at Glendon seem to care 

enough to confront any of these points which I have 
mentioned, much less do anything about them. Too 
many of you people, the first graduates of Glendon 
College don’t care, or don’t know about these 
problems, or both.

That says little for a college which claims to 
educate people who, upon graduating, will actively 
reflect a concern for the affairs of their society.

Pick up your white canes, people. The battle 
may have been lost on you already. Even if you 
ever do begin to reflect this concern, which cer
tainly has lain dormant for your three years here 
(and there are too few exceptions to this 
generalization), you will do so despite Glendon 
College, not because of it.

Please think about it.
For those of you who feel anger at the way in 

which the world spirals today, and who hunger for 
change for the better — keep it, develop it. The 
people of the world need this kind of educated anger 
and hunger.
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Canada is not only being swallowed up, but 

digested within the economic and political grasp of 
the United States. Meanwhile, we study the ‘perfect 
market system’, the nonexistence of which, even 
the standard text admits.

f.V 'W.
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V. \)BS\.r ■ — Bob McGraw
Bob McGaw, who served as president of the Glendon 

College Student Council February, 1969 to October 1969, 
never actually got to make this speech to Glendon’s first 
graduating class last May 31. When he attempted to speak 
— unscheduled though he was — William Farr, secretary 
of the university, cut off the sound and declared an im
promptu end to the ceremonies.

White Canadians destroy the two original 
cultures of North America, while we are instructed 
by ‘value-free’ sociology that racism does exist, but 
that one must not become emotional in dealing with 
it, that one must understand both sides of the story.

However, when we begin to rumble about this 
‘two sides to a story’ thing, we find out that the

f
..

“We can't wander through the forest much longer without 
alec teaching assistant or student asking us where we are going. "

some smart-

Provocation crystallizes thought, emotion
“In reality, everything hangs on the 

use of provocation in the 
crystallization of thought and latent 
emotion. Provocation is not a ‘weapon 
of war’ except in special cir
cumstances. It can only be used to 
arouse feelings that are already 
present, albeit submerged. In our 
case we exploited student insecurity 
and disgust with life in an alienated 
world where human relationships are 
so much merchandise to be used, 
bought and sold in the market place!
All we did therefore was to ‘provoke’ 
students to express their passive 
discontent, first by demonstrations 
for their own sake, and then by 
political actions directly challenging 
modern society. The justification for 
this type of provocation is its ability to 
arouse people who have been crushed 
under the weight of repression. Now, 
to speak of ‘repression’ in the case of 
an institution such as a university

which has no physical means of 
repression may seem rediculous. But 
repression lies in the very function of 
that institution, in its blinding of the 
student to the fact that he is daily 
being spoon-fed with poisonous 
rubbish. Most students, as we saw, 
are willing to swallow it all, for the 
sake of a privileged position in the 
future, and because they believe that 
a rigid hierarchy is necessary for the 
efficient functioning of society. As 
result, they lose all real desire, every 
ounce of creative spirit, all expression 
of life. The use of provocation is to 
drive this point home to them and to 
show how empty their lives have 
become.

“We show them first of all that the 
petty hostel regulations are an im
pertinent infringement of their 
personal liberty, that learning is 
substitute for the warmth of human 
companionship. In learning to

question these regulations, the 
student is forced to explore repression 
in general and the forms it takes in 
the modern world. Open physical 
repression with the point of a bayonet, 
as it was seen in the nineteenth 
century, is now reserved strictly for 
the suppression of the Third World. A 
complex and sophisticated industrial 
bureaucracy cannot function ef
ficiently with a resentful proletariat. 
What it needs is apathy — just this 
apathy against which we are 
agitating. If we in the universities can 
show
authoritarianism and the official 
hierarchy can be overthrown in our 
own institutions, they will not be slow 
in applying similar methods to theirs. 
Hence the panic of the authorities — 
they do not mind criticism, however 
radical, but they cannot afford to let 
us express our disgust in action. Our 
threat is that we offer students real

liberty by overthrowing, not only in 
theory, but in practice, the class- 
based university system. We do this 
by our boycott of lectures dispensing 
‘pure’ and ‘objective’ knowledge and, 
worst of all, by our determination to 
carry the debate from the lecture hall 
into the streets and the factories. Our 
first task is to make the students 
themselves more politically con
scious. In practice, this means 
developing new ways of com
munication: improvising meetings in 
the various faculty common rooms, 
occupying lecture halls, interrupting 
lectures with denunciations of their 
ideological basis, boycotting the 
examinations, sticking up posters and 
slogans, taking over the public ad
dress system — in short taking any 
action that openly challenges the 
authorities.”

a

factory workers how

no — Daniel Cohn-Bendit, 
Obsolete Communism 

The Left-Wing Alternative
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A wet good*bye
desperately needs 

volunteers for
this has been our 
last edition 
this term

So keep a stiff upper lip and attempt a perusal of Woe is I, I thought. Am I indeed falling into that 
my article just as though nothing terribly traumatic trap of ‘branch plant’ sexual desires — bigger and 
is about to take place. And just think my friends if better bangs? Why could I not be content with what 
your inability to read my column is painful to you; try was available? Why must it be my manifest destiny 
and imagine what it is doing to me. My weekly ego- to bring my sexual prowess to the underdeveloped 
trip shattered. Why on the vector scale of horrors that women of the world. But I keep telling myself: “I’m 
shattering ranks merely one notch below my per- doing it for their own good.” 
petual wet dream over John Say well. Why me, I ask Inevitably, the conversation must turn to the up- 
rhetorically? Is there no justice in this world, Mr. coming REVOLUTION. And I can think of nothing 
LwS£ir!?T u J , , more relevant to say about this upcoming event than

What I have now decided to do at this point in time something said to my father during his childhood in 
and place Oe. the second paragraph of said column) the days of Bolshevik Russia, 
is to try and recall the five pinnacles of stimulation in “Remember Allan,” Leon said wistfully “the more 
my second year at York. After my list is developed I I make love, the more I want to make the revolution, 
then shall attempt to analyze these highlights in the The more I make the revolution, the more I want to 
framework of David Easton’s model of a political make love.” Vive Che.
system Having already looked back into the past in this

very document, and being unable to cope with my 
present ( most people find it very difficult to live in the 
present, you know) I shall now list events which I 
would consider desirable for the future.

EVENTSOFJOE POLONSKY 
DESIRABLE IN 1970-71

2. Carolyn Fowler and I got elected to CYSF. L Abbie Hoffman is chosen Popular Mechanics’ 
Political affair no. 2. I’m getting a little bored now. man of the year.

APRIL ttie excalibur advertising office 
will be open all 
prepare next term and to work 
on other York publications

summer to

to

excalibur's first edition 
will be the

Orientation Issue 

on September 14, 1970

SEPTEMBER

If you will have some spare 
time please come and see 
us soon in Winters 017 or 
phone us at 635-3368.

____ JHIGHLIGHTS OF JOE POLONSKY:
1969-70

I. I had my first tutorial of the year. My tutorial 
leader was a Mrs. Naomi Rosenbaum. We had 
political affair.

a

2. Joe Namath makes it with Julius Hoffman’s 
granddaughter — twice.

„ . , 3. Pierre E. Trudeau is chosen Reader’s Digest
4.1 went to see Dionysus and the role was played by man of the year, 

a woman. You know what theatre people are like.

3. I met John Say well’s personal secretary. Here 
I’m getting into the bureaucracy.

4. Jane Fonda makes it with Julius Hoffman’s 
5. March 27, 1970. It’s Good Friday. grandson — thrice.
By now, you have probably noticed certain . 5- 1 make it, so I can finally stop unleashing these 

Freudian undertones concerning my year’s inner frustrations and similar causes of Excedrin 
highlights. That is probably due to certain occasions headaches onto the pages of EXCALIBUR. 
on which, to certain degrees, I fell prey to that horror Wel1: my friends and fellow readers, have a 
of American Imperialism : horniness smashing spring and summer, he states with sexual

undertones. Love.

CALL
Sun to Thurs 4 pm — 1 am 
Fri and Sat 11 am — 2 am

/ 638-1632 \

VESUVIO’S
Wedding Photography ^

Attention Students!!
GOING ON TOUR 
THIS SUMMER?

by

CLOSEST PIZZERIA 
TO YORKWe've got what you're looking 

for. Asst'd ruck sacks; light
weight tents, sleeping bags, 
etc., etc.
Save More Surplus Stores

114 Queen St. N .W. Corner of

7 128 HUCKNALL ROAD IN THE 
UNIVERSITY COLONY PLAZAGERALD CAMPBELL STUDIO 

86 Avenue Road Toronto 5, Ont.
Jarvis
Ask for Danny * 368-1451 ‘Free 

Parking Three services to choose from 
$75.00 $150.00 $280.00

For Appointment Miss Cole 927-1901

We proudly announce

THE WINNER OF OUR 
NAME-THE-ST0RE CONTEST

I OASIS? ^
a#

is conveniently open six days a week, 
Monday to Thursday 9 to 9, Friday 9 to 
7, Saturday 9 to 5.

We offer you a variety of grocery items, 
dairy products, tobacoes, magazines, 
mod gifts, confections and soft ice 
cream.

53
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OASIS • Central Square
York Campus • Telephone 638-0503

ft

wmrr.n!r!mi^‘?e;rch In «wDwrtment of Mathematic, Is the lucky S100
. ■ 5e recelves hlS "rue from OASIS manager Ed Kelly. The Name-lhe-

store contest received over 200 entries.
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The LiberalThe arguments against it
and the arguments for it I American Couple

ftiSTrtiT been m°ny ar8uments put /orth to ’
Ynrb Th J°W p?rcfnta8es of Canadian faculty at 
York. To bring the level of debate above the more 
obvious platitudes, we present below the arguments
aerebVttf°lUndaBainStCanadianiZati0n' to*ether with

Canada’s cultural uniqueness lies in its 
concentration of foreign peoples.

Ss£Sk*‘»
To escape fascist oaths of allegiance 
and unnecessary criminal wars

We are getting the world’s foremost scholars. and Violent disgusting racism 
Only very occasionally. It would be closer to the and 3 Pretence at political parties

truth to say that we tend to get those scholars who are and even a Drefpnr^ =+unable to obtain a position to their liking at home I „• • ... 'ence at democracy
Remember, most people have a preference to work 9‘Vm9 UP the,r dear friends and their dear 
and live m their own country. | and their dear mothers and fathers

who they didn't particularly like anyhow 
and who one imagines standing a long time at

New appointments are. and should be, based 
only on academic merit.

New appointments are usually made at the whim of 
department heads, without advertising, and, more 
frequently than one would like, the appointments go 
to distinctly mediocre scholars.

The “should” countryo . . part *s more difficult to answer.
Office it, for the moment, to say that it is hard to 
why Canadian graduates should be forced to com
pete, in their own country, against the glut of PhDs in 
other countries, when these countries do not 
reciprocate.

see

forAeig:erstiMnbecLt2dic^ed^„aUona,sthe

Examples of such conversions 
scarce as snowballs in July.

weeping silently at what has become for them 
an alien unpeopled distanceat York are as

Canadianization would lower 
standing.

This is either a gratuitous insult to Canadians or
aualifiedCn f ^ ^ insu^icient numbers of 
qualified Canadians available. If the latter, then why%£X?w™ru,? s“ppo”^ «

university’s

secA„„qdU0rt,alerns.f0re‘g" raCU"y W0Uld fa™r th« 

Translation:
| while their children have come to a land 
where men and women can be themselves
fnd (Shf,k ,r!?'y.and ,airly «bout communism 
and the terrible imperializing of South America
as well as China and the Chinese people even
without talking about the yellow peril for instance

a quota would favor Canadians.

Departure from present practices in hiring who d° some'stùdyîng bv foreigners

».nld weaken academic freedom. . M ^ ^
}hat ?anad™ization guidelines would thlng °f a triviality. Are foreigners allowed to

graduates Rut miCfreed°m'’t0 ignore Canadian U S' Political science in the United States after
g duates. But more seriously: unless academia nothlng more than some “studying up”? 
amends its practices, it should not be surprised when
fe°gZZr <WhiCh ^ ^ Salaries) does

and they do all that 
openly and liberally 
as well as fighting in Canada against 
and against anti-semitism
and petty nationalisms like Canadianism 
especially 
and vivi-section 
which they do a lot about 
seeing people and talking to people 

, |as reasonably as they can
-ark „,1 freemanda„npd.„ids:acL.rn MSe,,,ial SET 2T"9 "VeS is Holy* ‘h‘ —*» * . I hate °n'y ,hU19S "" Uberaf

air®»

now
it by

racism
Th, • - ïta,;

university system. would seek emploZeZUTecZalmZVee,in
cidentally, pay and working conditionsThis may at one time, have been true for a limited 

number of disciplines, such as sociology. But while 
which? °f?anadian PhDs increases, the rate at
ala?miZl»eVa*lty takeS neW P°siti°ns increases 
a/armmgly, leading one to wonder if the prior
hortages were not manufactured. Only 49 percent 

of faculty at York are now Canadian.

are good.

couple
ignorance and dogmatism 

and péople who show themselves 
willing to be liberal 

as the Liberal American couple is liberal

are
Talk of Canadian nationalism is 

and/ or chauvinistic. Nationalism genuinely unreactionary 
is dead.

Z7.ÏSS Z Te?cLrsanwmn AS,SOCia,io" »' University

Sgspsssts -
aspiration of Dearie conceived as the legitimate CAUT has yet to proceed against anyone for

f P Pie to control their own destiny. °f Canadian studies, despite numerous and |

ÆœœS a"d fbey both have gulte high

5- *• Il°d anarchisTs °th6r ,mly liberal

TnH ?rr"tS înd prizes and special awards 
nd jobs in Canadian universities even

and they have been in Canada twenty vearc nr»*, 
but they don't have Canadian citizenship

con-

rank now

people
Advertising is “unprofessional”.

was inherited from the United

college ^rsTcrr*,hM “•
must compete against the scholars 
countries. Failure 
jobs is ridiculous.

Any standard other than competence 
be an admission that Canadians 
rate.

This quaint view 
States, would 

are second
academics 

of all other 
to inform them of available I although îZ'reiïZTï T™ mar*es 

iZTZZ- no and the RCMP .... 9n W,m c,fy haM
oetter than third rate, since their home countries in 
all cases guarantee through law that only miniscule 
numbers of foreigners may be present as teachers

even

A person’s citizenship is his private matter. 
A Per9°n's Unship is a matter of public record.

Foreign scholars enrich Canadian 
So do Canadian scholars.

and in fact they expect daily 
something 

very very good
yerV suited to their special abilities

he r:L0;e,gn7swou,d,eanoverback-ardt° t.^hnen^[ diversities are becoming factories for in some Department of HumanitiesWC COU,d - lham ^ a ~ or something else very external
land K08

cancelation nf’ 7 ‘S needed to solve » fa not a conc^able in Ontario which could possibly S
“"'verM'es wor“ *“*ey are bei"e ™p

India strove to be IndiaZ ^ ^ British in

Knowledge is universal.

are quite clearly not universal. transmi«'ng it

to be offeredsociety.
Canadianization is a danger to university 

SSE." ,hal “ ...... . governmentS!m

Research

the and progressive 
if not nearby then somewhere farther

By and large, advertising is a way llybF' °f ^ USA

getting faculty. By and large the people who 
answer ads are the people who have very little 
success getting jobs. y

away

I because jobs that good 
and a person has to 
expand ....

are pretty scarce 
go where he can get a chance to

- Robin Mathews

1
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100,000 abortions a year
By JUDY DARCY 

and DIANNE WEINRIB 
Women's Liberation Movement

CARAVAN OF BLACK 
HEARSES from across 
Canada will arrive in Ottawa 

May 9. Driven by members of 
Women’s Liberation Movement 
groups in cities from Vancouver to 
Ottawa, the arrival of the Abortion 
Caravan will culminate a three- 
month campaign around the right of 
all women to legalized abortion.

The caravan will bring a coffin 
symbolizing the women who have 
died from illegal abortion. This coffin 
will be placed, and with it the 
responsibility for the death of our 
sisters, at some appropriate place in 
Ottawa (perhaps the prime minister’s 
doorstep, or that of the Minister of 
Health or Justice, or at the House of 
Commons).

Throughout the campaign and 
afterwards — until all abortion laws 
are repealed 
Liberation Movement will speak of all 
the issues related to birth control and

abortion — the right of all women to 
control their own bodies.

A major factor that has kept women 
in their secondary roles has been 
women’s lack of control over their 
bodies. They were tied to the vagaries 
of nature. The assumption behind the 
present abortion laws is that the 
function of women is to bear children, 
and that only in cases where great 
social evil will occur if a woman bears 
a child, can society allow her to 
terminate the pregnancy.

We say, on the contrary, that the 
function of women is not simply to 
bear and raise children. The ability of 
a woman to control her own 
reproductive processes is a necessary 
precondition if women are to throw off 
the bonds that have for so long stifled 
their full potential as human beings.

The ultimate freedom remains the 
right of all women to legalized 
abortion. Canadian women are still 
denied this right by prime minister 
Pierre Trudeau’s “Just Society’’ laws 
— just laws forcing a woman to un

controlled fertility with compulsory 
pregnancy and motherhood.

The ruling of the Roman Catholic 
church in 1869, that all abortion from 
the moment of conception was now 
murder, had far-reaching effects. The 
abortion and birth control laws 
passed in Canada in 1892, when 
women were not allowed to vote, 
echoed the rulings of the church. The 
dissemination of birth control 
methods and information was illegal 
and abortion could only be performed 
if continued pregnancy meant certain 
death for the mother.

The new abortion law, brought into 
effect in August 1969, includes a 
threat to the physical or mental 
health of the mother as an indication 
for therapeutic abortion. No attempt 
has been made in the law to define the 
word “health”. Theoretically it 
allows the doctor considerable leeway 
in interpretation; but doctors are still 
cowed by 
terpretations of the law.

The present laws have had the

effect of taking the edge off the attack 
women were beginning to mount to 
demand control over their bodies. 
Legal abortions have been made 
possible for some middle class and 
upper class women, for whom birth 
control information and methods 
already more accessible than for 
working class women. There are few 
women who know the ropes or have 
the connections that they can con
vince doctors and psychiatrists to 
submit their cases to abortion boards 
for review. For the majority of 
women, the reforms have been 
meaningless, and the process is a 
degrading one even for those few who 
are helped.

The laws discriminate most against 
poor, working-class, and young single 
women. They force most women to 
seek out illegal abortionists to per
form what is an extremely costly, 
although simple operation.

Good, illegal abortions performed 
by qualified doctors, can still only be 
afforded by a few middle and 
class women. Women with

A
are

the Women’s conservative in
upper 

no access

Starred as male super supremacist

Tigers reactionary stance showed
By GWEN MATHESON 

English and Humanities Departments
Whether or not one agrees with the controversial 

theories of Lionel Tiger, one would have to admire the 
masterly production staged in Room S915 of the Hum. 
building last Thursday afternoon in which he starred in 
the role of one of the last of the overt male supremacists.
(After all we don’t have to believe in ghosts and witches 
to appreciate Macbeth and Hamlet.)

Playing, no doubt, on current anti-Americanization 
sentiments at York, the chairman introduced Tiger as 
one of a rare and therefore much-to-be-revered species, 
a genuine "Canadian sociologist" (presently teaching at 
Rutgers University, however).

After he had made an attack on an unfavorable 
review of his book (circulated in stencilled form by an 
unsympathetic group) and a joke or two to win over the 
audience, the impeccably-clad professor took a few deep 
breaths and launched into a brilliantly contrived rapid- 
fire, hour-long manipulation of sociological jargon and 
abstract generalities, the efficacy of which in reducing 
his listeners to a befuddled and bedazzled state of mental 
exhaustion would make any brain-washing expert sick 
with envy.

The general gist of this verbal display seems to have 
been that "egalitarian structures are difficult to attain 
because of biological factors,” that “dominance is not 
capricious but systematic," that it is difficult to change 
the sex-based division of labor derived from man’s 
heritage as a "hunting animal" and consequently the 
present construction of social systems.

What it all appears to boil down to when the steam 
and vapor of technical and sociological language has 
been dispersed is a notion both simple and silly (usually 
the case with such residues) — namely, that people — in 
this case women — do what they do because they like it.
(And now we know why so many blacks have been bell 
boys and porters ! )

This kind of reasoning is similar to that which was 
actually employed in a recent class at this university 
when it was argued that women make good clerks and 
elevator operators because they have more patience 
than men! (Lucky for the men! ....but it’s running out 
boys !)

It is perhaps to Professor Tiger’s credit that he did 
not deal with “male bonding and the exclusion of
females", the central theme of his book, Men in Groups. T 
But a clue to this omission might be detected in one of his Tiger, Tiger, burning bright,

own statements in an article in New York magazine Telling US thdt ape is ridht (July 7, 1969) that “men are rarely attractive and When ha« mnrtai M ® '
coherent when they argue the value of male ex S?®" m°^ai m,nd 0r eye
ciusiveness." Witnessed such a silly lie?

Before starting into the main part of his talk Tiger

!r„dgSSWiS ?£££?!!££; ”hden » !>a,chad r,hin your brain
analysis and recommendation, thereby avoiding any U ° you n°Pe aPPl3USe to gain?
evaluation of his conclusions. It could be added here too Tell me if it's really true
“STS’SLST.’iS'i The 90ds wh0 made Friedan made you?
dominance , as Louis Feldhammer, writer of the

above-mentioned review, observes (Canadian Tiger, Tiger, all Uptight,
th„ f„,,„w=d when ,h« Some^dav * ,right'

audience had recovered enough to make a few com- ^me day you II be burning blue,
ments, both hostile and approving, the professor lived up Tiger, Tiger, we'll get you!
to his names in displaying a cat-like agility in evading,

him Inwn l L i! r a baf,flm8 m°st attempts to pin and over-emphasis on theories of "conditioning" that 
SnîÏÏLThïi? mn °Ut he meant (It was neglect innate or biological factors, although his
change > 3 ^ W3S WC practlsed in this kind of ex- detection of these tendencies in Marxist or U.S. liberal
bioloevCal b<Jth|0f th!f SkiU and also of his emPhasis on hisownover-emphasisof thedb!ologCicaîrhe1sSsom^!mès

strua onWaffSiv3'0ni dl,scuf !?n on the effects of men- oddly reminiscent of the more extreme feminists who,
r!P y- t0/ qu0tatl0n of his taking the opposite point of view, deny any mind-body

that th^P Wnmpin-f rh Intfrviev^ (New York magazine) link and claim that there are no natural differences at aU 
that the Women s Liberation Movement "forces women between men and women except the physical ones
hevKefW h men’ 3nd they Üan L Theyre weaker: There is an irrational element in both these extremes
ll i °T Zr,0Ups af men d0i they don’t work in- that suggests emotional sources,erdependently Women function primarily in certain Like many others who would keep woman’s role

nursine -faShl0n’ Journalism. personnel, teaching, limited, whether openly or by implication, Tiger uses the
Also tvninai nf iho i u • compensation technique of extreme glorification of the

statemen? maH» fnïil blologlcal emphasis was Tiger’s act of giving birth - as if a simple animal function were
atath^.eat,' ™ade in all seriousness and accompanied by what gives woman her true "fulfillment" and ultimate
a physical demonstration, that women can’t throw as value. (By that token, a female cat who can nrorinre
haendiran™ ' ‘t? °ne plainly see’ thisis a real about 15 kittens in a year would be that much superior to
handicap in competing with men in the contemporary a female human being.) superior to
nMw mi<S’ m#°re, Sneri0US!y’ when a few bricks and But as is usually the case with the male supremacist
hk miÜi St3rt nymg the professor might change this apparent over-valuation masks an underlying

TiJor contempt for the female’s reproductive role as com-
fnr d 1 t0 bave 3 great deal of sympathy pared with the male’s, and Tiger perhaps gave himself 
roUnf th»'eer ™°man or the one who tioesn’t fit into the away when in a discussion of the possibilities of
referrfpHhtn h13"10"^ °f (her domestlc sisters". He has polygamy he said that no more than one male is
an!? hfd 1 7n hlS WVLmgS as “the hunting woman", necessary to the impregnation of 50 females. ( Again by
nature as^nf rm^^hd ï*r 35 sometbing °J 3 freak °f simple arithmetic, we can see how much more valuable

cnnrpmfLTf d hlS agreemeat Wlth one young that makes the one male than each member of his harem
Zch , vn»= n lhe 3UdluenC,e that feminists and - at least, from the reproductive point of view. )
n i:”? w.e l become bred out of existence due Also, like most of those who argue in his vein Tiger
o the supposed fact that they have fewer children. Like seems to under-rate the fact that the raoid advances nf

wrrloots'theto’cUhart °ther7se’ °,f the status quo- he science are beginning to free women from their age-old
anri enS tbf V-* ‘lperbaps the more intelligent state of having their lives largely determined by biology
of dooDreSôn Wh° ^ 3g3mSt false systems The tendencies of two million years and of countless ape-

Po!-. n . . like or “hunting” ancestors might be reversed bv a few
tatinn was h°ne some value in Tiger’s presen- busy hours in the scientists’ laboratory. In spite^of the
at °n was his opposition to extreme environmentalism fact that we live in the age of the “Population Bomb”,

Tiger can still take a rather dim view of the Pill, which 
might give a special significance to his introductory 
remarks that we could be entering a new version of the 
Middle Ages when common assumptions about biology 
will provide the common bonds which at that time were 
supplied by assumptions about religion. So it would seem 
that he welcomes a new Dark Age in which the priests of 
sociology will preach the limitations and defects of 
women just as did their spiritual forebears, the Church 
Fathers !

The Feminists 

to Lionel Tiger
(with apologies to William Blake)

At the conclusion of the discussion and the whole 
Tiger production, a young lady who just happened (?) to 
be the last one allowed to comment and whom the 
feminists would probably label as an "Aunt Tom" put 
the "feminine” seal of approval on Tiger’s theories by 
saying that she could see no threat to her sisters in any of 
them. If this wasn’t a deliberate ploy then it was a 
demonstration of his power to convince many people 

To sum up, it must be admitted that because of 
Tiger’s carefully calculated ‘value-free’ stance and the 
avoidance of certain terms, we can’t directly accuse him 
of anything more than a profound pessimism with 
regard to the purposes and aims of the Women’s 
Liberation Movement. But this pose fails to conceal the 
basic underlying reactionary resistance to certain, 
radical changes needed now in our society.

Still, one can’t help but admire someone who still has 
the courage to champion a cause which already appears 
to be lost.—Gwen Matheson
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and the law is still there
to birth control information can much 
less afford the $300 to $1,000 that 
women must pay to procure an illegal 
abortion from a qualified doctor.

And so, thousands of women — poor 
and working class women who cannot 
afford to support their born children, 
much less those unborn — are driven 
into the hands of incompetent, 
unqualified people, who for as little as 
$10 and as much as a few hundred 
dollars, are more than willing to try 
and rid the woman’s body of the 
unwanted fetus. The sordid results of 
butchers and quacks continue to flow 
into the emergency wards of 
hospitals.

Of the estimated 100,000 illegal 
abortions performed annually in 
Canada, at least 20,000 cases of post
abortive complications are admitted 
to hospitals. At least 2,000 of these 
result in severe disability or death for 
the women involved. These estimates 
are probably low — death is often 
attributed to more “acceptable 
causes than illegal abortion.

Every year, our inhuman abortion 
laws take their toll of deaths of 
women who, by their actions, indicate 
their refusal to accept and obey laws 
which do not deal with the reality of 
their lives. So desperate are many 
women, when faced with an unwanted 
pregnancy and the advent of a life 
dictated by the needs of an unwanted 
child, that they place themselves 
willingly in the hands of people who 
may not know for sure the dimensions 
of a uterus, and who have never heard 
of sterilizing their kitchen knives. 
Horror stories of women attempting 
to abort themselves by swallowing 
potent chemical solutions or inserting 
knitting needles and laundry bleach 
into the vagina or uterus, are all too 
frequent.

Those who favored reform of the old 
abortion laws, passed in 1892, claimed 
that the liberalization of the law 
would radically change the status of 
legal and illegal abortion in this 
country.

However, we can see from looking 
at numbers of therapeutic abortions 
granted in hospitals today, and at the 
numbers of women mutilated through 
illegal abortion, who continue to flow 
into emergency wards that the slight 
change in the laws has not made the 
slightest difference for most women 
seeking abortion. In fact, the sup
posed liberalization of the abortion 
laws has only served to safeguard and 
legalize what had already been the 
practice of most doctors and hospitals 
prior to August, 1969.

The same doctors who sit on 
abortion boards and grant only a few 
legal abortions a year, attend to 
several cases of butchered abortions 
each night. Some large metropolitan 
hospitals, who granted five or six 
abortions a year previously, now 
grant 10 or 12, while over 100,000 il
legal abortions are still performed.

Few Roman Catholic hospitals have 
in the past, or intend in the future, to 
perform abortions for any reason. In 
the words of the Catholic Register, 
“abortion involves nothing less than 
conspiracy to commit murder.” 

psychiatrists
gynecologists, those men who have 
been given the responsibility for the 
decision, regard abortion as “akin to 
murder.” The head of gynecology and 
obstetrics at a large Montreal 
hospital was recently quoted as 
saying, “I don’t know of any 
gynecologist anywhere who wants to 
perform abortions. He is the one who 
commits the murder .... The law has 
merely legalized what we have been 
doing for the past 30-40 years.”
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The implications of the words of a 

Toronto psychiatrist questioned about 
abortion, are that a woman is only 
fulfilled through pregnancy and 
childbirth: “In most cases pregnancy 
actually protects a woman from 
mental breakdowns and suicide. But, 
women who obtain legal abortions 
often suffer from guilt feelings. 
Termination of pregnancy may 
represent murder to a woman, 
although she may not realize it tili 
afterwards.”

“Fear of pregnancy is something 
which has always prevented 
promiscuity,” another Toronto doctor 
says, expressing his approval of strict 
laws governing abortion.

It is no wonder that 19 out of 20 
applicants to doctors never make it to 
hospital boards when so many con
servative doctors have such pater
nalistic and punitive attitudes 
towards women seeking help for 
unwanted pregnancies.

The laws governing abortion speak 
nothing of cases in which children are 
certain to be born mentally or 
physically defective. This society 
allows mentally defective children, in 
many cases totally dependent and 
useless, unable to ever fend for 
themselves, to live as vegetables only 
to die before their teens.

The sacredness with which this 
society supposedly regards human 
life is exposed when we see the utter

hypocrisy of a system which values 
the fetus so highly that it cannot be 
destroyed, but has little regard for the 
welfare of its human beings.

We can create laws forcing a 
woman to bear an unwanted child, but 
we cannot ensure that she will not 
bear resentment for that child. 
Children should be created 
achievement, and cared for with love, 
not flung into the world as disastrous 
accidents, as is so often the 
Nothing is more tragic than the 
realization of a child that he is 
wanted.

Our laws must not demand the 
survival of the embryo without being 
equally concerned about his welfare 
as a human being. Certainly there can 
be no more inhuman a situation than 
for a mother to be forced to raise a 
child she does not want or for a child 
to be subject to the resentment and 
despair of a woman who never meant 
to bear him.

The present abortion laws are not 
made for children. We need not only 
laws that will allow us not to have 
children, but a society in which 
will want to have children. There 
already thousands of children in 
Canada who nobody wants.

To understand why it is that 
children — and not just unwanted 
ones — are a burden, we have to 
understand the conditions under 
which women bring children into this

society. Most women with children 
have no alternatives but to let those 
children define their whole lives.

Nursery schools are only available 
to children of parents who can afford 
to pay their exorbitant prices. Day 
care centres are only beginning to 
meet the needs of women who work or 
go to school ; many thousands more 
are needed to provide facilities for all 
women who work.

At the same time we declare the 
right of all women to legalized 
abortion, we must also demand that 
institutions be created in which 
children can be cared for lovingly in a 
context in which they will cease to be 
a burden.

Women’s liberation groups 
the country have been and will be 
raising these issues — related to the 
right of all women to control their 
bodies and make decisions about their 
lives — until we win this fundamental 
human right for all women.

By their actions ( 100,000 illegal 
abortions each year), Canadian 
women have shown that they refuse to 
accept or obey laws which do not 
speak to their needs or desires. 
Women will continue to die needlessly 
unless they organize and act together 
to challenge the institutions of this 
society which deny them the right to 
make decisions which determine their 
lives.
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By Jim Harding

Colonial mentalityr> V «

"V

first post-war generations reflected the boom 
mentality. A majority of my friends in public and 
high school talked openly about Canada becoming a 
part of the United States.

WHEN I WENT TO PUBLIC SCHOOL in 
Regina a person who had travelled to the 
United States, even just to Montana or 
North Dakota, had more status among the 

students than someone who had been East or to the 
West coast.

Canada didn’t really exist for us. We knew more 
about events in the (then) 49 states than in the 10 
provinces. An anti-eastern attitude rooted in the 
depression had something to do with this attitude 
(Toronto financiers controlled farm mortgages 
then) but basically our colonial mentality 
responsible. Post-war Canada was a primary 
market for U.S. capitalism and the attitudes of the

basically middle class in its symbols and this 
further removes it from the realities of most 
Canadians.

It is the branch plant market place which in
tegrates the U.S. and Canadian cultures more than 
a common life and work style among the people. 
Canada as a branch plant satellite has a unique 
political economy (which I will later describe). The 
historical development of the country also has a 
unique character (e.g. French Canada). Our 
colonial mentality is strong since as a satellite we 
are ideologically, not only economically, integrated 
into the U.S. empire. But in the day-to-day lives of 
Canadians there is an explosive potential for 
revolutionary nationalism. As the United States 
becomes further and further isolated in the world 
this potential will escalate.

This colonial mentality is deeply rooted in 
Canadian culture, but it is more a social than a 
natural culture. The symbols of our colonialism are 
imposed, not grounded in the realities of 
history. U.S. magazines, radio and TV programs 
(or specially prepared ‘subsidiary programs’) 
inject U.S. folklore and propaganda into Canda. It 
is mainly the mythology of an alienated urban 
society (much of it of a romantic rural life). It is as 
often as not inappropriate to the practical lives of 
the Canadian people all of whom have special local 
and regional characteristics. This social culture is

our

was

Chauvinist vs. revolutionary
I T IS PART OF THE RHETORIC of the Can

adian movement to be opposed to chauvinism 
(both male and national). This is a healthy 
sentiment but it is necessary to understand 

the conditions that give rise to chauvinism, not 
just to oppose it in principle.

choose between a potentially conservative 
chauvinism that stresses the symbols of Canada 
rather than the self-determination and quality of 
life of the people and a naive internationalism and 
humanism which opposes all forms of nationalism 
in principle. Both these are irrelevant to the task of 
building a liberation front in Canada. The thing is to 
challenge the chauvinism in terms of its roots and 
its potential. It can be a stage towards 
revolutionary nationalism once the colonial 
mentality is replaced with an existential 
derstanding of our historical experience 
people.

A militant form of nationalism is beginning to 
develop in Canada — mainly among the young. It is 
militant because people are willing to struggle and 
take the necessary risks because of it. The value of 
self determination is central to this new militancy. 
It takes autonomous people to struggle for an 
autonomous land. As the libertarian ethic grows 
among youth in Canada, so too can a militant 
nationalism.

This is not the nationalism of the social 
democrats (New Democratic Party). Their

nationalist rhetoric (“Canada must be socialist to 
be independent”) plays only a minor role in 
breaking up our colonial mentality but it remains of 
an academic, parliamentary variety. In a sense it is 
chauvinist since symbolism and form, not personal 
commitment, lies behind it. Somehow new content 
(nationalism and bureaucratic socialism) and the 
same old forms (parliamentary politics, cen
tralism, etc.) is going to provide freedom for the 
Canadian people. Our analysis will show that this is 
not only a false position but a totally irrelevant one.

Chauvinist nationalism is not reactionary but it 
does not breed the belief that Canada can be in
dependent without a radical movement — without 
political struggle. Such belief, in effect, aids those 
who are daily building and managing the satellite 
political economy. A strategy for Canadians then 
must attempt to transform all chauvinism and 
nationalism into a militant form.

National chauvinism arises from a defensive 
posture. Chauvinism in Canada arises as a reaction 
to the American colonization of the country. As 
anti-Americanism grows here so does .Canadian 
chauvinism. Lacking a historical perspective of 
ourselves (which neither a flag nor formally 
nationalist school texts will provide) but still 
reacting to our colonization we end up with an 
abstract anti-Americanism and Canadian 
chauvinism. It is not abstract in that it comes from 
our own experience but that experience is far more 
colonial (we are a national nigger ) than 
revolutionary thus far. Until there is struggle our 
chauvinism will remain.

un-
as a

This chauvinism must of course be challenged, 
but not with a leftist purism. We do not have to continued next page
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Colonization: past and present
C HAUVINIST FORMS OF NATIONALISM in 

Canada will be transformed into revolution
ary nationalism through political struggle 
that is rooted in the understanding of Cana

dian history. *

Both the ‘American Revolution’ and ‘Canada’s 
Confederation’ have been mystified and the history 
surrounding these developments distorted. The left 
has been affected by this ignorance as much as any 
group. U.S. radicals rarely show an understanding of 
the co-called American Revolution. Instead of 
realizing that a domestic elite won militarily over a 
foreign elite — replacing a mercantilist economy 
with a national capitalist (and ultimately im
perialist) one — they often imply that their 
revolution was for national liberation. That is the 
way U.S. history is taught and such confusion and 
ignorance is one price citizens of the main im
perialist nation in the world have to pay.

In Canada, because of our colonial mentality (and 
ignorance) the left still tends to think in terms of a 
formal concept of “Canada” (i.e. in terms of the 
ideology of the nation state). There are specific 
reasons for this. The militant left in Canada has 
come from a narrow, atypical background and has 
(as yet) only had limited political experience. Our 
colonial mentality will only be broken when radicals 
come to know the contradictions of Canadian society 
in a personal way. So far there has been very little 
real political struggle for the new left. All of us were 
indoctrinated (e.g. in schools) with the ideology of 
the nation state. The rhetoric of our movement has

thus far stayed abstracted from Canadian realities. 
Our radicalism is thus more academic than 
existential. We ‘know’ more, in an academic sense, 
about the Russian, Chinese and Cuban revolutions 
than about our own history. Such is a poor beginning 
and footing for making our own revolution.

The typical view of the American Revolution and 
Canada’s Confederation is rooted in a formal 
political ideology. It goes something like this: The 
Americans defeated the British colonialists and 
established an independent, free nation. The foun
ding fathers of Canada met and established an in
dependent, free nation. A military struggle was 
required in the U.S. case but diplomacy worked in 
the second. In both cases freedom was equated with 
the creation of a nation state.

The political and economic forces behind these 
formalties are usually ignored. Rather than events 
like the Boston Tea Party being fundamental to the 
American Revolution it was restrictions placed on 
New England trappers and traders by the Quebec
Act of 1774. The conflict between the American and 
British elites over markets was brought to a head by 
this act. Both the English-French and English- 
American conflicts were at play at the same time. 
This shows how the dialectics of colonization, not

formal events, shaped the history of North America.
The British mercantilist (and later ‘free trade’) 

system lost control of the territory South of the 49th 
parallel but regained it in the North. (The French 
had already been colonized.) The creation of the 
United States constituted a break from European 
colonialism and the beginning of American im
perialism. The imperialism included the genocide of 
the native population, the black slave trade and 
military and economic expansion into the Southern 
and Pacific hemispheres. After 1776 the U.S. empire 
spread until today it controls about 60 per cent of 
the world wealth.

of continentalism.) French Canada was colonized, 
mainly militarily. After North America was divided 
into the remains of the British empire and the 
beginnings of the American empire the forms of 
colonization were further changed. The Northwest 
was colonized through land settlement and Indian 
reserves, both with the help of the RCMP and the 
military. The struggles for self-determination by the 
native people in 1869 and 1885 symbolize the 
resistance to the colonization of the Northwest. In his 
effect, Louis Riel was one of the few revolutionary 
nationalists in our history.

The colonization by the United States has varied, 
being mainly economic but always ready militarily 
(Cuba, Dominican Republic, Vietnam, etc. — 
Canada?).

Since the last war the U.S. empire has begun to 
expand northward. Its Southern and Pacific ex
pansion has been maximized and Canada constitutes 
a new frontier. The added fact that the United States 
is facing growing opposition from its other colonies 
and satellites makes Canada vital for extracting 
scarce resources (e.g. water, oil, etc.) Con
tinentalism — Canada as a geographic and corporate 
branch plant — is, then, the newest dynamic of U.S.. 
imperialism.

Canadians have been colonized continually. The 
native and French Canadian struggle for self- 
determination symbolizes the resistance to this but 
the total population has also suffered. The federal- 
provincial political party system and the ideology of 
the nation state specific to this system has diverted 
consciousness from this fact of continued 
colonization, but the people — in their economic 
dependency and in their colonial mentality — 
nevertheless prove it.

-
;
:
: A strategy for Canada must therefore be both 

political and intellectual. The development of 
knowledge becomes a form of political action when it 
helps liberate people from their enslavement. It is 
historical knowledge which makes direct action into 
revolutionary struggle.

The orthodox and academic approaches to 
Canadian history do not take into account the 
struggles that have shaped our history so they do not 
have ideas that are relevant for the present struggle. 
Revolutionaries will have to start afresh — using old 
historical information and uncovering the new — but 
reinterpreting our history in terms of 
colonization. The colonization of British North 
America to 1776 and of ‘Canada’ after that is the vital 
trend in our history. It is an understanding of this 
that can ultimately relate the Quebec movement, the 
youth and student movements and the regional 
movements of working people now developing in 
Canada. All are potentially revolutionary because 
they all have the seeds of an anti-imperialist sen
timent.

i

i
Once our formal idea of Canada is demystified 

through a study of the colonization of North America, 
revolutionaries will be in a position to initiate 
national liberation politics. This form of politics will 
be aimed at exposing how the regional political 
economies reflect our continued colonization. The 
regional cultural makeup of the people and their 
potential concern with self determination (con
trolling their own lives in a cooperative way) will be 
the basis of a resistance movement. Once awareness 
of the colonization of North America and the past 
struggles for self determination replaces the 
ideology of the nation state the Canadian people 
begin to see through the liberal rhetoric which 
presently functions to integrate Canada into the U.S. 
empire.

The formation of Canada parallels the decline of 
the British empire. Canada — as a co-ordinated 
military and political system — was formed partly 
as a defensive move against the expanding U.S. 
system and partly to further the colonization of the 
Northwest.

The colonization of North America is not 
something that ended with the growth of national 
political forms (eg. the BNA Act). The form of 
colonization has simply changed. The new political 
forms often facilitated the new colonization. (The 
BNA Act gives the provinces control over natural 
resources. Such facilitates the North-South process
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Colonization of the future: the Mid-Canada Corridor
O UR COLONIZATION IS A CONTINUAL PRO

CESS and we must therefore look ahead and 
locate the future in present trends. It has not 
stopped with the complicity of the Thatchers, 

Mannings, Bennetts and Trudeaus.
U.S. capitalism must expand to survive and it 

must plan to expand. As the newest of the new 
frontiers, there are plans for Canada.

Resistance to colonization in the past came from 
the two most exploited groups: the natives and the 
French. The picture of an Anglo-Saxon explorer- 
trader sitting at the helm of a canoe being guided by 
an Indian and paddled by several French voyageurs 
is not at all surreal. The French resistance 
ultimately smashed on the Plains of Abraham and 
the native resistance at Batoche. The British 
cantilist-industrial system thus spread from the East 
to the West coast. The decline of the British empire 
brought a halt to the expansion in Canada. Canada 
thus remained a social structure along the Southern 
transportation and communications system and line 
of cities.

American capital has been taking over the areas 
of declining empires across the globe (mainly 
French and English). This has happened in Canada 
as well. An East-toWest colonization (British) thus 
has been replaced by a North-to-South one (U.S.). As 
the United States reached its limits of expansion in 
the Southern and Pacific hemispheres it again looked 
to the North as it had briefly at the beginning of the 
1800s. A wealth of resources exists here and the new 
colonization is well underway.

An analysis of the Mid-Canada Corridor will show 
us the extent of this new colonization. Because the 
Canadian movement (as yet) does not have its 
press and because the people of Canada have been 
and will continue to be kept ignorant of plans and the 
ramifications of the new colonization, I will deal with 
the Corridor in detail. On the basis of my analysis I 
will outline how a national liberation strategy for 
Canada can best be developed.

A brochure describes the Corridor as a: 
“coast-to-coast development corridor from two to 
five hundred miles in width running across 
Newfoundland through Labrador Northern Quebec, 
south of James Bay, then across Northwestern 
Ontario, through Northern Manitoba with a spur into 
Churchill, Saskatchewan and Alberta where the 
Corridor splits into three parts, one going into the 
Northwest Territories up the Mackenzie River 
Valley to the Arctic Ocean at Inuvik and Tuktoyatuk, 
another into the Yukon Territory, and the third into 
the Prince Rupert sector of British Columbia.”

The Mid-Canada Corridor corporation held its 
first conference at Lakehead University in August, 
1969. The sponsors of that conference were the 
government of Ontario and the universities of 
Alberta, British Columbia, Guelph, Lakehead, 
Laurentian, Laval, Manitoba, Memorial of 
Newfoundland, McGill, Montreal, and Saskat
chewan. This sponsorship again shows how Southern 
Ontario functions as the metropolis and the other 
provinces as the hinterland in Canada. The power of 
capital (ism) is centred in Toronto and, as part of the 
continentalism, profits are seeped into Southern 
Ontario from Quebec and the Maritimes and the 
Prairies and the West coast, and, via U.S.-controlled 
subsidiaries, then go into the United States. Ontario’s 
role in continentalism is seen explicitly in the 
Corridor.

The sponsorship also shows how the university 
has become totally integrated (for research and 
training) into the continentalist process. U.S. 
radicals have attacked their universities for being 
racist and imperialist institutions. Canadian radicals 
are beginning to see how their universities are 
becoming branch plants for U.S. corporate interests, 
and, as such, need to be attacked as part of the 
national liberation strategy.

The advisory council for this conference shows its 
capitalist makeup. This council includes 
corporate capitalists: Baker of Foundation Co. of

Canada; Griffith of The Steel Co. of Canada; Bovey 
of Northern and Central Gas Co.; Harrington of The 
Royal Trust Co.; Hart of The Bank of Montreal; 
Crump of CPR; and Powis of Noranda Mines. It 
includes two state capitalists: MacMillan of CNR 
and Pratte of Air Canada and the president of the 
Canadian Labour Congress, MacDonald. (It also 
includes the Director of the Arctic Institute of North 
America.)

The integration of the union bureaucracies into 
the corporate society is once again shown. This 
alliance between corporate and state capitalism and 
the CLC means that the union bureaucrats will try to 
keep labor unrest and the disruption of capitalist 
expansion to a minimum. (The union heads of 
workers building the Columbia River Treaty dams 
have already made no-strike agreements to ensure a 
smooth sellout of our resources.)

This council also presents an ‘all-Canadian’ 
facade to the Corridor. Air Canada; Canadian 
National; Canadian Pacific; Canada Ltd. this and 
Canada Ltd. that. Oh Canada. One begins to have a 
conditioned reflex to the word if you hear it enough.

The chairman of the conference and the 
poration (Richard Rohmer) even added a tone of 
Canadian nationalism to the conference. In his 
opening address he stated:
“The time to move is now if we are to preserve 
sovereignty and control over our lands and over 
destiny as a nation.”

A conference brochure reinforced this 
‘nationalism’:
“...invitations to participate in the conference will be 
extended only to Canadian corporations and other 
organizations which are Canadian-controlled.”

Rohmer was a past federal candidate for the 
Progressive Conservatives in Toronto. Many Con
servatives have talked of developing more tran
sportation and industry across Canada’s North. 
Perhaps the Corridor is really an attempt by 
Canadian nationalists (red tory types?) to develnn 
Canada for Canadians.

What are we to make of a conference and a cor
poration that is clearly capitalist and seemingly 
nationalist? What are we to make of it in terms of 
what we earlier stated about chauvinistic 
nationalism and revolutionary nationalism? Is the 
‘nationalism’ of the corridor a form that can ever 
become militant?

We have to look at the corporate structure of the 
Corridor to answer these questions. The share 
capital for the corporation is to be all-Canadian. 
Also, in Rohmer’s words :
“...the corporations would own land upon which new 
cities and industries are built ; the land would be 
available to home owners and developers on a long
term lease basis. It would undertake with Canadian 
private enterprises the financing construction of 
railways highways, pipelines, communications 
systems, schools, hospitals, university housing, 
industries and all the basic elements to implement 
(the Corridor)...”

This sounds like a new, more rationalized chain of 
company towns. As a news story on the idea of 
mobile cities stated:
“The whole city, houses, street, all facilities are' 
transportable. A city such as this can be brought in, 
erected, the resources exploited, and the city can 
move on.”

This nationalistic capitalism and its sophisticated 
methods would leave Canada with a chain of Sud- 
burys.

The nationalism is clearly a symbolic type only. 
The quality of people’s lives — their self- 
determination and freedom — is not important. The 
corporate system of control and profits, aided by the 
nation state and its rhetoric, is what the other 
corridor is all about. The corporatism is so thorough 
that it would amount to being a totalitarian use of 
technology. The company towns would reduce 
human existence to the goals of the corporation, 
using modern science (both social and natural) and 
technology to rationalize the process of resource 
extraction.

In an imperialist era, national (e.g. Canadian) 
capitalism and international (e.g. corporate) 
capitalism amount to the same thing. Capitalism is 
an international system and U.S. capital is the locus 
of it. So-called Canadian private enterprise, 
Canadian shares and government subsidies may be 
used to build the infrastructure that is necessary for 
international (mainly U.S.) corporations to move in 
and exploit resources and market goods, but the 
control and ownership will ultimately end up with the 
latter. Capitalism with an all-Canadian facade would 
then lay the groundwork for the new colonization of 
this country. All-Canadian capitalism could easily 
prove to be the best strategy for U.S. imperialism 
here.

that the Corridor will be necessary to absorb 
Canada’s population growth. The Corridor 
propaganda talks of Canada having a population of 
120 million by 2067. The analysts commented that our 
resources cannot support this population (and we 
shouldn’t allow it to rise to this) and if it is to raise 
significantly the real growth will be in the large 
cities now existing (more Canadian ghettoes).

Such criticisms stocked up and it became 
abundantly clear that the Corridor was an attempt to 
pretend that present social problems don’t exist and 
that more capitalist expansign can somehow avoid 
more social problems in the future. The idea failed to 
cover up reality but when did realities (e.g. con
sequences) ever stop capitalist expansion?

Resisting the Corridor must be a priority for any 
revolutionary strategy for Canada because it is the 
first comprehensive plan for the colonization of the 
North. (The process is well underway, however — 
e.g. the Columbia River Treaty). It is based on a 
nationalist rhetoric (that can appear to a national 
chauvinism ) that covers over an imperialist venture. 
It is a total plan — affecting all the regions and 
provinces — and hence must be countered with a 
total strategy. It forces us to face the reality of U.S. 
imperialism here and the role of Canadian state 
capitalism within it. It is a challenge to cease basing 
our radical ideas on events outside Canada. It shows 
us how anti-capitalist and anti-imperialist positions 
are reconciled by a national liberation strategy. It 
forces us to prove whether or not we are serious: 
whether or not we want the luxury of revolutionary 
rhetoric without the commitments of revolutionary 
struggle. The second and total colonization of this 
land will not be stopped with an academic or sec
tarian leftism but with a revolutionary nationalism 
— a national liberation movement that is anti
capitalist and anti-imperialist in a way specific to 
our situation. The satellite political economy can 
only be exposed and countered by such an orien
tation.
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mer- When the reality of U.S. control and ownership of 
industry in Canada (two-thirds in major industries) 
and the related lack of an independent national 
bourgeoisie is admitted, the nationalistic concept of 
the Corridor presently being propagandized seems 
absurd. But that does not mean that another more 
realistic (e.g. imperialist) concept won’t develop as 
the colonization of the North proceeds. After all 
concepts are easy to come by. What matters is the 
system of power and control that lies behind a 
concept. And the system tyehind the Corridor — 
which will bring it into operation — is U.S. im
perialism.

At the conference the experts (some honest, 
others brown-nosing) provided a multitude of 
reasons why the Corridor was not a responsible idea. 
Ecologists criticized the plans, but since when have 
corporations considered the consequences of their 
plunder? For example, there was much concern 
about the Corridor polluting the North, but reporting 
on the conference’s discussion of pollution a 
newswriter stated:
“...this problem could almost be said to be 
irrelevant. The general feeling was that now that the 
public has become conscious of the problem, an
swers were being found.”

As well, population analysts criticized the notion
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Regional tactics and national liberation
I T IS NECESSARY TO DEMYSTIFY the no

tion of strategy’. The word has come to have 
a reified meaning, unrelated to the commit
ments and actions that any strategic analysis 

should imply.

A number of tactics — timed and ordered in such 
a way that a desired effect is had (the growth of the 
movement bothin numbers and consciousness being 
a vital criterion) is what constitutes a strategy in 
practice. Once we get away from the academic idea 
of strategy (fulfilling certain logical criteria — 
ignoring the reality of the praxis of radicals) we can

begin to evolve regional strategies that can build a 
national liberation movement.

These tactics must be regional because the 
regional political economies establish the context 
within which the struggle will occur. It is fine to 
romanticize a national strategy but the specific 
makeup of regions (the characteristics of the 
developing political economy; the history of 
radicalism, etc.) must be the basis of tactics. The 
increasing militancy of the Western farmers is 
related to the international wheat market, the so- 
called ‘cost-price squeeze’, and the history of the 
farmers’ movement itself. The strong separatist

sentiment in Northern Ontario results from the 
continued economic and political exploitation of the 
North by the capitalist power in the South. The 
nationalism in Quebec will never be understood until 
the particular history of the French nation and the 
capitalist political economy in Quebec is grasped. 
And so on ... . The form and content of national 
liberation politics in each region will depend on such 
specifications.

Attempts to build a national radical organization 
in Canada have failed not because they were 
premature. They have failed because the notion of a 
national radical movement is rooted in our colonial

mentality. Acceptance of the ideology of the nation 
state (e.g. seeing ourselves in terms of the federal- 
provincial state) and our related ignorance about the 
colonization of Canada (and growing continentalist 
trend) has kept past radicals from studying and 
acting in terms of their regional.political economy. 
National organizations have been the panacea for 
those who have little or no understanding of how 
imperialism works around them.

Once the history of Canada is specified it becomes 
clear that particular immigration patterns and a 
particular development of the political economy 
(among other things) have combined to create a

particular political culture in each region. If we wish 
to work among and with the people to build a real 
national liberation movement we must understand 
the political culture within which we are organizing. 
A national liberation movement needs to be firmly 
rooted in the regional realities.

This analysis has several implications for the way 
organizing should be done in Canada. National 
vanguard organizations are largely irrelevant to the 
task of building a national liberation movement 
because they are too removed from the regional 
political cultures and political economies that 
determine the context of struggle. A formalized,

sectarial leftism develops from such organizations 
and the development of the historic consciousness 
required to nurture a revolutionary nationalism is 
impeded. Such groups have continually diverted 
attention from the struggle at home and hung us up 
on academic and sectarian debates about past 
revolutions. This is true even if the vanguard groups 
have a nationalist rhetoric. This form of leftism 
therefore must be countered; but by a regional 
praxis, not a counter-rhetoric.
Canadian Nationalism

our

continued next page
L>
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Canadian nationalism
T HE ANALYSIS ALSO HELPS TO CLARIFY 

the ongoing debates over Canadian 
nationalisas. Many quarrel in abstract about 
nationalism’. Some say that nationalism is a 

secondary issue. (Some 
tionary issue.)

ar£ue that an anti-capitalist line must be 
stressed above everything. This tidy position 
forgets that struggle for the self-determination of a 
people is the basis of an anti-imperialist sentiment 
And m the 20th century there cannot be an anti
capitalist sentiment that is not also an anti- 
lmpenalist one. A national liberation politics is the 
only viable foundation for this. I often think that the 
simplistic anti-capitalist, non-nationalist position is 
rooted in a bureaucratic, non-libertarian view of 
socialism (with Stalinist implications) because it 
ignores the history and political culture of people.

There are others who want a nationalist position 
that is not explicitly anti-imperialist. Those in and 
around the NDP and the magazine Canadian 
Dimension who say Canada must ultimately be 
socialist to be independant are an example. They 
naively believe that independence can be achieved 
legalistically (without a militant revolutionary 
nationalism) and that capitalism can be reformed 
or replaced through a parliamentary strategy 
They fail to understand that capitalism today is 
international and that it cannot be countered by an 
unprincipled chauvinist nationalism. These un
principled nationalists are the kind that will be 
fooled by the kind of rhetoric that the Corridor is 
spreading. Focussing on state power and ignoring 
the nature of the political economy (satellite state 
capitalism), these nationalists are prepared to 
make alliances and compromises to a point of 
accepting the colonization of the land. They are the 
ones who attack the militant nationalists in an 
attempt to dissociate themselves from any real 
struggle. Keeping their status within the satellite is 
uUmiately more important than a commitment to 
the liberation of the country. Their habits are 
capitalist even though their rhetoric is socialist 
(Colonial mentality underlies this.) And the cor
porations are not afraid of words that do not imply

There are also those who argue that Canada is 
already too integrated into the United States to 
develop a national liberation movement. This too is

a false position. For one thing, Canada’s North is 
just now becoming the frontier for U.S. im
perialism. The fact that 20 million here are now 
relatively integrated into the corporate ideology 
does not mean that the new, more total colonization 
should not be resisted. Such a logic forgets the 
crisis that the U.S. empire now faces because of the 
national liberation movements abroad and the 
resistance movement at home. Even if Canada will 
be further colonized, the task of revolutionaries is 
to build further opposition to the empire and 
develop the foundation for a liberation movement.

If we do not specifically oppose our increasing 
colonization it is impossible to develop an anti- 
capitalist movement here. The struggle against the 
colonization of Canada will be the basis of any 
libertarian socialism that develops here. Such will 
not come from the liberal groupings that oppose 
imperialism elsewhere and/ or work for reforms in 
capitalism at home (like the NDP). If our choice is 
to work for revolutionary change, this means 
developing a revolutionary nationalism as part of a 
continual struggle against our own colonization.

The contradictions (e.g. class) within the social and 
economic relationships are then complemented by 
the ones resulting from colonization.

Ignorant of our history, we often see ourselves 
through grand theory. A vulgar leftism easily fits 
with a colonial mentality. Those who talk of 
“seizing state power” are the same people who fail 
to understand state capitalism and who associate 
nationalism with the ideology of the nation state- 
not with the struggle for national liberation. Our 
colonial mentality also often leads us to see our
situation through the categories of the U.S. 
movement. This is perhaps our greatest error at 
present. What is really an ignorance of the 
Canadian regions and an inability to see how an 
anti-capitalist and anti-imperialist position implies, 
in practice, a national liberation orientation, is 
often cloaked in abstracted analysis based on 
imported categories. The detrimental effects of the 
U.S. movement on Canada must be continually 
evaluated. Our colonial mentality often shows in 

inability to critically evaluate the ap
propriateness of radical style and rhetoric from the 
United States for our own struggle. We will clarify 
our own situation when we learn to challenge all 
those who import or deduce (deduction is bourgeois 
logic) analysis from abroad.

even say it is a reac

} our

Some argue that nationalism based on regional 
strategies cannot lead to_ an anti-capitalist
movement. They argue that regional separatism 
will fragment the social groupings that constitute 
the working classes. In the realm of tidy logical 
(i.e non-dialectical) theory such may make sense. 
In the world of political struggle it does not. People 
must begin their struggle from their experience 
and their experience has contradictions (in 
ideology and commitments) out of which any 
radicalism must develop. If a national liberation 
movement is to develop (and such a movement 
must be non-authoritarian, hence decentralized) 
people must begin with regional issues and through 
political struggles come to see how the system and 
their problems are structurally related. Issues will 
then begin to form a hierachy with a revolutionary 
chan.f.e ™ the political economy symbolizing 
specifically desired changes.

5
In dealing with the U.S. movement to be clear 

about our own priorities. I have argued that 
national liberation based in regional tactics must 
be the locus of all of them. Once (and if) this is 
accepted it is bound to shift our priorities. The anti
war sector of the Canadian movement must be 
related to the armed forces and military research 
of the satellite government and not be an ap
pendage to the issues and actions of the U.S. 
movement. We will have to recognize that a con
stant analysis of Quebec nationalism and not of the 
black movement in the states must be a priority of 
national liberation movement throughout Canada 
The tactics for dealing with the NDP must come 
directly from our experience. There is no com
parable situation anywhere. We need the 
imagination to start over — to become conscious of 
how our colonial mentality has affected 
rhetoric and tactics (and how this relates to our 
general inaction we are afraid of anarchy and 
mindless activism before we have even started to 
act) — and rethink ourselves from the beginning.

i

I

There cannot be revolutionary theory without 
revolutionary practice and there can be 
revolutionary practice without issues that are 
rooted in contradictions in the regional political 
economy. The increasing awareness of the in
ternational (i.e. corporate) social and economic 
structures of imperialism provides a new potential 
for recognizing such relationships.

no
our

f
As an example, an evaluation of the week of 

confrontations against the Corridor conference at 
Lakehead University in August should be more 
important in our critical development of tactics 
than Chicago, Columbia, San Francisco State, 
Since we all have more access to news from the 

states than from other parts of Canada we 
must deliberately develop a revolutionary media to 
help establish our own priorities. It is a further sign 
of colomal mentality that we know more about U S 
radicalism than about our own. The regional 
political economies are not only the basis of con- 
tmentalism. They make awareness of radicalism 
across the country difficult.

Most of our confusion about nationalism comes 
from our colonial mentality. A deep socialization to 
the ideology of the nation state makes it difficult to 
see that self-determination (national liberation) 
will entail the abolition of the repressive structures 
of the nation state. These structures are in
creasingly synonymous with those of capitalism 
(hence the term ‘state capitalism’) and therefore a 
revolution within the present state form is im
possible. This is what makes all parliamentary and 
Leninist strategies inappropriate to the Canadian' 
situation.

etc.

1

1
Such colonial mentality keeps us from 

distinguishing between state capitalism and the 
historic experience of the Canadian people. The 
relationship of the people to the land and to the 
man-made environment is not reducible to the 
social and economic relationships of capitalism. 
These relationships mediate our lives, but, as a 
colonial land, we have a national culture which can 
be the basis of opposition and resistance to the 
system of power and control which maintains them.

I
—»"• The mreL MSSftLS
and why past movements were or weren’t nur- 
turing a revolutionary nationalism that gave an 
Kac (f Pi a iS ’, • antHmperialist sentiment some 

ab cultures, the faster we will be
able to join the other forces on the globe that are 
working for human liberation. This land need not 
become part of the capitalist wasteland. It need not
anrShp?fgrate(Vnt<lthe msanity of capitalist or 
any other form of urbanization. Those who will
make it an insane wasteland already have power in 
governments, industry and education. Daily they
lTndTm J P°tentjalof Canada as a liberated 
and and make Canada into a branch plant It is

C™eaiaaVahsew0,gédStrUgele againS‘ m

,

i-

!

i
' < Our radicalism means nothing if it does not 

begin and end in a political understanding of and 
struggle in this country. We may wish for peace
onltwnrTf fo.r.!m.Perialism elsewhere but we can 
only work for this in our own lives in our own land.

I iI #■ I
has been working in the Free North Movement
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SF State students protest army the
burger barpicket line had been established 

outside the gymnasium where the 
recruiters were housed. About 40 
policemen were inside and outside 
the gym and about 20 mounted 
policemen ringed the rally.

The meeting featured speakers 
from YSA, SMC and WSA. Just 
before the last scheduled speaker, 
the police stationed in front and 
inside of the gymnasium moved on 
the picket line — which had closed 
within 20 feet of the gymnasium 
entrance. In the ensuing melee 
many students were clubbed and 
one picket was arrested.

At that point the mounted police 
also moved on the crowd from the 
other direction in an attempt to 
break up the rally. Many people 
were knocked down by this

manoeuvre and there were signs Green Beret inscription : “Grab 
of panic by demonstrators who them by the balls and their hearts 
feared a repetition of the police and minds will follow.” 
brutality and mass arrest tactics of 
a year ago.

By FRANCIS FUREY 
Guardian Staff

SAN FRANCISCO — Police and 
students clashed on the campus of 
San Francisco State College here 
March 11, almost a year to the day 
marking the end of last year’s long, 
bitter strike over admission of 
third world students and black 
studies.

The issue in the protest was the 
presence of 10 military recruiters 
on campus, invited by college 
president S.I. Hayakawa to par
ticipate in the school’s annual 
“Military Information Day.”

About 2,000 students and faculty 
members participated in an af
ternoon rally called by the school’s 
Radical Action Union. A class 
boycott began in the morning and a

3314 keele st. (at Sheppard ave.)

The picket line effectively 
prevented military recruitment. 
Only about 15 students crossed the 
line to see the recruiters.

-the home of well-seasoned,', 
charcoal-broiled steak burge/t, 
cheeseburgers and hawaiien 
burgers.

- we also feature specialty prepared 
flavour-crisp chicken hi a bo*.

- come and treat yourself to 
delicious food at reasonable 
prices.

.

-we are open Sunday to Thursday li 
a.m. to 1 a.m„ Friday and 
Saturday 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

At that point the crowd dispersed 
and about 150 students set up the 
picket line again, and continued 
picketting until 2 pm when the 
military recruiters left the cam
pus.

r

Last year's prices — 
this year's coverage

deal with 
Company and be surprised 
at the excellent service 
plus the low premium. Call 
Cy Davies at 636-9876.

As the rally was being broken up 
by police, a small group broke 
away from the large body of 
demonstrators, moving off campus 
toward Stonestown, a nearby 
shopping area.

This group of about 50 ran into 
what appeared to be a police trap 
as they entered the shopping 
district. They were met by 40 
tactical policemen who beat the 
demonstrators. At one point during 
the rout, a police officer fired a 
shot at an automobile which had 
picked up two of the demon
strators, hitting the automobile, 
but missing the occupants.

Nine arrests were made in the 
Stonestown area. All were charged 
with felonious assault on police 
officers and held in lieu of $2,500 
bail. One of those arrested was 
taken unconscious to a nearby 
hospital where he was reported in 
satisfactory condition.

At a news conference after the 
military recruiters had departed, 
Hayakawa likened the demon
strators to “Nazis” and said: “It 
appears that the revolutionary 
spirit is still alive in some of our 
students and their off-campus 
friends.”

Hayakawa these days proudly 
shows off his new lighter with the

a Mutual

1!
-ten percent off everything with 

minimum purchase of $1.00
with atl card

10% offyCYSF task force 
wants suggestions He’s our Man- 

Your Representative
Morris (Monty) Montgomery 

Insure with confidence with 

Security Service Agencies Ltd. 

219 Danforth Ave Tor. 6 Ont.

Did you find your courses this year boring, unstimulating or unrelated 
to your needs, or did you find your courses particularly exciting?

Either way, the Task Force on the Development of Canadian 
Education at York is interested in your comments and suggestions.

The task force, commissioned last month by the Council of the York 
Student Federation to conduct a survey of education at York by examin
ing course content, methodology and the governing structure of the 
university, has so far completed and distributed a 12-page questionnaire, 
but they’d still like more feedback.

Students and faculty are urged to drop in to the task force office, Room 
S618 in the Ministry of Love, to talk about courses they would like to see 
added to the calendar, and about anything else they might feel is related 
to the task force’s field of research.

Anyone wishing to prepare briefs or papers should send them to Task 
Force on Canadian Education at York, c/ o the Department of 
Economics, Room S832, Ministry of Love, York University.

The task force is now preparing a faculty questionnaire and a file on 
the governing structure on the university. Anyone interested in directly 
helping the task force will be welcomed.

A

*
M. G. MONTGOMERY

Special Plans & Rates for Students on 
Automobile, Personal Effects. Life & Term-Insurance

Enquire now — No obligation

Phone 461-6333 or 633-2577
Life License Sponsored Thru Crown Life Insurance Co..

Our mistake HEADQUARTERS FOR
In a reply to a letter from York University Faculty Association president 

Wesley Coons in EXCALIBUR, Feb. 12, Mr. Coons was described as "a liar". 
Although we do still believe that Mr. Coons was mistaken and ignoble in his 
claim that an EXCALIBUR reporter "fabricated statements on an issue we 
did not even discuss," EXCALIBUR wishes to apologize for any 
barrassment our use of the epithet "liar" may have caused.

In a story in EXCALIBUR, March 19, we reported that the search com
mittee reported to the board-senate executive committee Dec. 4. The search 
committee did not report to the board-senate executive committee Dec. 4.
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McDonald’s ;7
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McDonald's can feed a
FAMILY OF s FOR *2 55 

Bur we
M 17' f. tMTonly have 
V- ^ r -Æy 3 IN OUR 
XV familyi

Classified Vft'l
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"MClassified ads are accepted in our 

offices in the Central Plaza (Hum. 
Bldg.) Rm. 111. Deadline Tuesday 3 
p.m. for that week's edition. Minimum 
charge SI.00 for one column inch. 
Maximum two inches. Phone 635-3800.
WANTED: One girl to share a 2 bedroom 
apartment (furnished) in Graduate Student 
Residence from April 15th — (approx. ) to 
September 1st only. Rent $140.00 ($70.00 each), 
includes everything but telephone. For further 
information please call Peggy at 635 2492, 2493 
(9 to 5 p.m.).

SUMMER ACCOMMODATION IN TORON
TO: from May 11 to September 11. Rooms as 
low as $10.00 per week (meals $10.00 extra). 
For information and applications, write 
Campus Coop, Room 111, 395 Huron St., 
Toronto 181, Ontario. Telephone 964 1961.

Kfl
55

m

Ml
DISTRIBUTORSHIPS AVAILABLE: for less 
than $30.00. Run your own business. Part-time 
or full-time. Men and women welcome and 
training provided. For interview, phone Peter 
Ellis at 249 4894.WELL,YOU AND PAD J—* 

CAN EACH HAVE ANOTHER 
MCDONALD'S SHAKE. 
HAMBURGER AND GOLDEN 
FRENCH FRIES . _

;

- 1-1

kmI. \ -iLi-
EXPERT TYPING: done at reasonable rates, 
essay, thesis, etc. Phone 481 3236.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY: To work this 
summer in a Hebrew speaking atmosphere. 
Male/ female counsellors needed (minimum 
age 19); head of swimming. Previous ex 
perience necessary. Call Camp Massad, 787- 
0197 (9 4 p.m.).

TOWN HOUSE TO SHARE: May 1st — August 
31st. Jane-Finch area, 2 bedrooms, private 
living dining room, share kitchen, 4 ap 
pliances, swimming pool, cable T.V. Ideal for 2 
students or couple. Phone Bruce — 630 2533.

Z/
!SALE: 1968 LOTUS ELAN SESS, excellent 

condition, summer and winter Pirelli tires, 
newly painted. Must sell. Contact Kathy 
Francey, Maclaughlin Residence, Rm. 1206, 
635 7676.

STA-PREST.
NUVO 
FLARES

WORK WANTED: Experienced in technical 
manuscript editing, editorial research; AB in 
psychology. Job wanted full-time or part-time, 
April through June. Call 635 6572.

"V

£3
e

FURNISHED BASEMENT APARTMENT 
FOR RENT : Sheppard 8. Bathurst area. 
Driveway parking. $25.00 per week. Call 630 
1053 (evngs.) or 531 5507 (days).

I'M GLAD WE DIDNT.HAVE 
A population EXPLOSION 

IN OUR FAMILV r-___ _

TRANSCENDENTAL
Students International Meditation Society 
welcomes your inquiries, Monday & Thursday, 
10:00 — 2:00 p.m. in Temporary Office Bldg., 
Room 40.

MEDITATION :

SUMMER ON A FARM: June & July. 
Available in large brick farm house, 45 miles 
north of York. $100 per month. Call Bob Major 
at 635 3756 (days) or area code 705 458 4531
(evngs.) or call Paul Robert 364 1484 (days) or 
889 3236 (evngs.).

also available IN STA-PREST 
NUVO SLIMS

WE ALSO CARRY LEVIS, DENIMS, AND CORDS 
IN SUMS AND FLARES 

IN A WIDE RANGE OF COLOURS

GETTING ENGAGED? Send or phone today 
for free booklet "The day you buy a diamond". 
H. Proctor & Co., 131 Bloor Street West, Suite 
416, 921 7702. U

WANTED: A sociology Graduate Student 
competent in either Social Theory and/ or 
Social Anthropology for private tutoring. Top 
money paid. Phone Dave, 630 6423 after 7 p.m. 
nightly.

TYPING: Fast, accurate, intelligent. Thesis, 
essays, reports, feasibility studies. Call Mrs. 
Walker at 449 7077 (days) or 444 3744 (evngs.). 
Pick up and delivery service if desired. HEADQUARTERS FOR 

YORK
Jackets and Sweatshirts

FOR SALE: 1964 red CITROEN, luxurious and 
only $500.00 (lenient). Call Stephanie at 366 
0047.McDonald’s^

» your kind of place.
HOME TYPING: 10 years Secretarial ex
perience. Can be reached day or night, at 741 
3626 — Mrs. Andres 30c per double spaced 
page. Keep this number tor future use. Essays, 
thesis, large assignments all welcomed.EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY: for

General Secretary, commencing August, 1970. 
Salary: open. Applications due April 30th. For 
further information go to your placement 
office or World University Service of Canada, 
328 Adelaide St. W., Toronto 133, Telephone — 
(4161 363 3481

I

TYPING done quickly and neatly. Pick up and 
delivery service available. Phone 247 6014.

©McDonald's Cotp 1368
3777 KEELE ST. 

6170 BATHURST ST 
(DUFFERIN & WILSON)

20 STUDENTS REQUIRED: Must have use of 
car — to help the fight against pollution. Be 
your own boss and work for yourself in your 
own business. For information call 449 9098.

LOST: Tie-dyed T shirt. Bright pink with 
flowers along the bottom. Sentimental value. 
Please return to EXCALIBUR OFFICE

401 YONGE ST. (ATGERRARD)
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Troubled Water another great S&G album
By STEVE GELLER 

With their last album, Bookends,
the development of its youth in the breaking my heart. You’re shaking pure vocal and instrumental make- rely on the reputation of its

o- , _ , . . . . . name of big business, industry and my confidence daily’’), is a up offers a hope for the future predecessors for success as «
Simon and Garfunkel painted a capital, a nation that, as the words precedent for Simon and Gar- while at the same time remains excellent quality vocallv in
,h!.,^^'J^eLSA yeXP0Sed MrS- Robinson asked “where funkel’s version of Bye Bye Love in one of the finest songs to be written strumentall? and^withrewrt to
the United States of America as a have you gone J- Dimaggio”, did which the American Dream seems by Paul Simon. arrangement and actual
nation that had forgotten its not even have a modern folklore to vanish and become only a Bridge Over Troubled Water is production is ouite obvious 
people; a nation that had sold out hero to look up to and respect. memorable myth. an albLwhTch does^nothaveto Overall raring : A^ 10US'

Their latest release, Bridge Over El Condor Pasa with lyrics such 
Troubled Water (columbia KC- as “I’d rather be a hammer than a
S9914) can be interpreted on many nail" expresses the U.S. train of
different levels. The two most thought with regard to foreign 
apparent being the comparison ol affairs while The Boxer really
New York City to the savage jungle sums up the false promises of troop
that it really is with the other withdrawal while describing the
underlying and most obvious true american character,
meaning taking the form of a Along with the portrayal of the 
constant downshifting degradation lonely soldier ("why don’t 
of the American image. write me, I’m out in the jungle, I’m

While not devoted in its entirety hungry to hear you.”) Bridge Over 
to the internal shortcomings of the Troubled Water, with its honest,
United States, as Bookends was,
Troubled Water does, at every 
opportunity, take pot shots at the 
U.S. home image and the U.S. 
foreign policy towards war with 
strong inferences to be taken in the 
direction of the present Vietnam 
situation.

GOOD COOK?.\Send
Psychedelic

In a clearing stands a boxer,'
And a fighter by his trade 
And he carries the reminders 
Of every glove that laid him down 
And cut him till he cried out 
In his anger and his shame,
“I am leaving, I am leaving”.
But the fighter still remains, still remains, 
Lie-la-lie, lie-la-lie-lie lie ...

Recipies
with name and phone 
number to:

Box #3
633 Briar Hill Ave. 
Toronto 305, 
Ontario

you

Jennifer s vocal range limited
We're Not Gonna Take It from The vocal range is quite limited. A few Me Again I love Thee (from Don
Who’s rock opera, Tommy, cuts such as Saturday Night at The Pasquale) makes for a fairly in-
Dylan’s, Just Like Tom Thumb's World have meanings which are coherent album
Blues, and Back Street Girl by too deep for Jennifer to reach with
Jagger and Richards (which this range inadequacy, 
happens to be the best Jennifer

payment will be received upon 
publication of recipie. deadline: 

^april 10, 1970 y If Jennifer continues in the 
recording field she will either have

The insecurity of a nation as 
reflected in Cecilia (Cecilia you’re

The album tries to cover too, , to choose a particular musical
sung cut of the album ) are just part much ground on a scale that is too direction or find an adequate Style
of her repetoire wide and varied for even an ac- that will allow her to successfully

Even from Let The Sunshine In complished performer. The jump encompass all her attempts into à
and Easy to Be hard, tunes which from rock to country (Cajun Train) steady style Overall rating • D plus
Jennifer performs in Hair, it to an almost opera-like song, Tell — S.G.
becomes quite apparent that her

From the Los Angeles produc
tion of Hair, Jennifer Warren (who 
goes by the stage name of Jen
nifer) first began to reach North 
Americans as a solo performer 
with her occasional appearances 
on the Smothers Brothers Show. 
Presently, still a member of Hair’s 
cast and still trying to make the 
grade herself, she has released her 
first album, Jennifer (Parrot PAS. 
71034).

The album is a collection of 
songs from the writings of plays 
and contemporary musicians who 
have either been in the centre of 
the limelight of success for a few 
years or have just recently 
received the acknowledgement due 
them for their musical con
tributions.

Old Folks from Jacques Brel is 
Alive and Well and Living in Paris,

i THE TORONTO SYMPHONY & CHUM-FM
m. present

TOGETHER, IN CONCERT, FOR THE FIRST TIME

LIGHTHOUSEm ■

and

THE TORONTO SYMPHONY
Massey Hall — Sal., April 4 — 8:30 

$2.50, $4, $5, $6
i

Tickets at the Box 
Office and at Sam'sj

A
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Catfish release has 
unpolished air
Hailing from Detroit, Catfish, 

the blues group which appeared at 
the Electric Circus a few months 
ago, has recently released their 
first album simply entitled Catfish 
(Epic BN26505).

The format is that of a con
temporary country-gospel blues 
typified with multiple uses of 
guitar, base, drums, organ, piano, 
harmonica and a group effort 
rough, raspy vocal front.

The album has an unpolished air 
about it and suffers from a lack of 
versatility and originality. Each 
track sounds as if it is running into 
the next one as the variety among 
the songs is negligible. Overall 
rating; D — S.G.
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REGULAR AND KINGS

IT'S .*/S

A HARD PROPOSITION 
TO BEAT?

If you get the feeling you're spending 
too much time with the books . . thiy. we may

have the solution. Ours is a course in uuay
reading efficiency that means we teach 

more than speed. Our course emphasizes 
study techniques, recall skills and 

flexibility of rate as well.
Let us demonstrate to you the dynamics 

of today's most comprehensive 
reading course in a free Mini Lesson.
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-FACULTY 
Lois Smith
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Lawrence Adams,
Patricia Upcraft
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The Great Harbinger Obscenity Bust
By HOWARD GLADSTONE The charging took place last ________ "

Toronto’s underground November when officers of the yOXV/f JL !>yf ■' -
newspaper, Harbinger, was Metro morality squad raided The /x /w VÎ/\ll fl B O
recently fined $1,500 for obscenity. Golden Ant, Harbinger’s home and ff **] / /*■* I

The charge arose from an issue store on Spadina. Three staff 9 Ç C / If / VI fl I wf
of last November which had a members who happened to be w V
cover drawing depicting a very present at the time of the raid were
stylized birth, and the ‘awful’ charged with “having obscene
heading . The heavens stand in material for the purpose of
awe, as the Satanic Bitch bears the distribution.” Presumably, if more
bastard son of God. .” Heavy people had been there they too
stuff. Roman Polanski did the would have been charged. The
same thing in the porno movie, police were originally tipped off

Rosemary’s Baby.” about the obscene material by the
Rev. Leslie Tarr.

The results of these charges was 
the conviction of all three and fines 
totalling $1,500 or three months in 
jail each.

At the trial, the testimony of the 
two morality officers and Tarr was 
heard. Appearing for the defence 
was the cover artist Robert Greco, 
who stated that he felt the drawing 
depicted the struggle of good and 
evil, with man as the product of 
this struggle.

But
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Summer
accommodation

in Toronto from May 11 to 
September ll. Rooms as low 
as $10.00 per week (meals 
$10.00 extra), 
formation and applications, 
write Campus Co-op, Room 
ill, 395 Huron St., Toronto 
181, Ont. Telephone 964-1961.

»
mFor in- \

Greco’s aesthetic 
pronouncements did not affect the 
judge. He did show considerable 
imagination, however, in his 
sentences; he specified $1,500 with 
NO TIME to pay. The Harbinger 
Three were handcuffed and led off 
to jail, presumably for haircuts 
and 90 days of Don Jail hospitality.

Fortunately, Harbinger had 
few friends who were able to come 
up with the money in the form of a 
loan within two hours. Two benefits 
that have been held have hardly 
helped.
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/ «3$%Charcoal-Broiled Sizzling STEAKS 
Served in Burgundy Wine 

and succulent ROAST BEEF 
Entertainment nitefy in the 

UPSTAIRS VE

a
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Appearing Niteiy Dee Higgins
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Steeles The Global Village benefit on 
March 8 raised $120, but The 
Electric Circus on March 12 
resulted in nothing, as the 
management planned to take the 
first $500 to come in ( which it never 
did). About $60 was raised at York 
in one afternoon a few weeks ago in 
donations.

TAVERN-RESTAU RANT 
EM 8 5180

' .#
? •v- ;(Fully „cense9d,Y°NGE ST
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From the way in which this 
article is written my bias in the 
matter is obvious. I do not plan to 
come out with any heavy morality 
about freedom of speech and the 
rights of the individual. But I do 
feel that Harbinger is doing some 
good things and that there 
some talented and intelligent 
people down there in the Spadina 
Village.

When something like Cinema 
2000 gets busted for Vixen they 
reap the results of their crime with 
higher attendance. But when a 
paper like Harbinger, from which 

one is getting rich, gets stepped 
on, it is a totally different matter.
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VTHICK STRAWBERRY SHAKES 
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* àvjThey aren’t playing the old ‘leer’ 

game to make themselves some 
bread, a la Ralph Ginzburg or 
Hugh Heffner or Russ Meyer.
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Their so-called obscenity, and 
the rather silly way that people like 
Tarr react to it, are comments in 
themselves about the sick culture 
of the time. It isn’t just a “bunch of 
freaks” in Chicago or here who are 
affected by this “insanity in the 
courts” — it’s us.
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Molly Maguireszhistory as it was almostOne of the tragedies of North the recently-released Hollywood price for violence. And as with
American history is that so much film The Molly Maguires. most celluloid history, seldom is
of the truth about the past The film is excellent in many the account wholly true. While it
struggles in this country has never ways: it combines superb might be too much to expect that

m ,u0 Usutrface to a wide photography, exceptional acting the names of the real villains might -
pubhc. Labor history, we know, is by Sean Connery, Richard Harris be mentioned — the Morgans the
virtually non-existent in public and Samantha Eggar, a stress Mellons, the Rockefellers who
schools and there has been little upon realism in both setting and owned the mines, the railroads the £** m
interest in the academic com- time and a better than accurate Iron & Coal Police the public of- E!
munity to research the strikingly respect for history. Most im- ficials and the judges who kept the
similar para lels between past portant, perhaps, is its relevance miners and their families in virtual
conflicts and those of today.
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m.rm...... L. . , . , to the very real concerns toward serfdom a century ago — one of the S

. T™? lf, . blstory. b?°ks hfve rebellion and unrest present today, leading actors in the real story of | 
failed, what chance is there that if nothing else, it should provide the Mollies is also absent. *
the movie makers will succeed, some lessons for a generation History tells us that this man — ÉülüS 
especially at a time when there is which has dismissed labor and its whose whole life was the per- '
an over-emphasis upon violence, past as-irrelevant.’Unfortunately, sonification of the greed for power 
physical encounters and shallow the abundance of dynamiting and and money which characterized
confrontations. The results may sabotage, of gun-play and saloon the Pennsylvania mine, mill and ■
be entertaining and even moving, fights (a five minute brawl tops all railroad owners of the 1870s — was 
but does history still suffer in an previous historic film battles, as compelling, as dynamic and as 
effort which tells only part of the Paramount's hand-out tell us ) dedicated as a McParlan 
truth? The question is central to
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or a

serves to disarm further some Kehoe. He was Franklin B. Gowen, 
apprehension which may be known as the King of the Reading 
justified in the message, if any, Valley, as brutal and vindictive a 
which The Mollies will leave with labor-hating boss as has ever

appeared to accumulate a fortune ^
The historical background is the from the blood and sweat of 

story of a purportedly secret unorganized working people. 
society of miners that continued to Yet Gowen, head of the nation’s 
struggle against the mine owners first real coal trust, president of
after the strike of 1875, when the Philadelphia & Reading
weekly wages were reduced by $2 Railroad and undisputed czar of
to $8-10 for six days of 70 to 80 hours the anthracite coal fields of Penn- it tells part of a story that has gone Clancey Sigel a troubadour of the
toil, an occupation described by sylvama was hterally chief of the untold for the better part of a WobbliL andustrial workers of
one histonan of that period as industry’s espionage system, the century. In it are scenes which the world) recaïed^?ha?hïsminer
litt^ better than semi-slavery employer of the police who show that the unnamed Gowens, father alwayrinstructed hh^ m
While no film director or script arrested the Mollies after their Morgans, Mellons and consider carefuhy thesociaTdr

wnter could be expected to stick to entrapment, the special prosecutor Rockefellers - the captains of cumstances sm-roLdine the action
itérai history there is enough o who presided at their trials and industry and finance and latter- of Judas, ”t a man

the real story there to expect that finally the satisfied spectator day philanthropists and patrons of McParlan was simply outside the
some of the principals might have witnessing the execution of his the arts - were not above using the human pale Tease of almost
been mentioned. Easy enough to labor antagonists. most brutal and criminal means to pure evil.” Scenes of child workers
cast Americas No. 1 labor spy, , A movie script writer would not attain their ends (goons, spies, in the collieries a memory of men
fink and informer, the infamous need much imagination to portray unlawful arrest, frame-ups and living today seemto make mcS
Pinkerton James McParlan that dubious accomplishment, but murder). the reasons whl thT minT
(Harris). And no great challenge to The Mollie Maguires fails the resnonderiÏJnrL«in a
portray the prototype of the history test and leaves unanswered Others need no script to portray vjniPnf,P anri h_ p, n af]b 
dedicated, tough leader of the the gut question: why was it the hellish characteristics of the v W'th
Mollies, Jack Kehoe (Connery), necessary for newly-arrived sunup-to-sundown ordeal in the a ne slriKe
who indeed did hang by his neck American citizens to be kept im- pits; the pay lines with only a few The ironies of hard truth
until he was dead on June 21, 1877. prisoned in a system which was cents for a week's labor after all followed the movie Mollie

Reputable historians, however, based on wretched working con- the deductions were made; their Maguires' to the set: one hundred
have established that Kehoe and ditions, with overt and subtle homes, the company-owned years after this tale of repression
many of the nine fellow miners who violence perpetrated upon them shanties where wives and children and treachery the studio found a
went to the gallows that day were whenever the cry for dignity existed in the bondage of all small coal patch town in Penn-
hung for little reason other than became so strong that they were miners’ families. sylvania to film on location- thn
being militant strike leaders. The led to strike against it? _ . company town with its rows of
Mollies on film suggests that they The movie account of the The entertainment industry has dismal shacks (only 86 live there
were good but misguided men who Maguires is a popular history succeeded in making nice guys out today) turned t "to b ,
resorted to violence and paid the version, and it is good only because °f bank robbers thieves, mur- company town owned along with

XTodisSngTsTR^aTd Tan^nTG^VT ^ th
Harris portray McParlan the Snm L f p ' T 
stoolpigeon as a human being. The studios tnriav is indi t ram,ount
movie Maguires leaves McParlan T thousands ôf d employear
as a tortured person but as a minets underground
sympathetic law and order agent
of the 1870s. How many who see Frank Gowen, the King of the 
this version will know that Me- Reading Valley, would have 
Parian m real life was a man who derstood. McParlan the all-time 
boasted hat he sent 19 miners to Fink, will have to make room for 
the gallows on manufactured there are still many professionals 
Pinkerton evidence, and who following his trade today. Kehoe 
continued his career as labor spy and the Mollies can see the 
and fink in the 890s, being the struggle continuing yet, though 
‘nfr ,m“ ,in tb| attemP1 to they may suffer the condemnations 

railroad Western Federation of 0f superficial history. The Mollie 
Miners leader William D. Haywood Maguires is imperfect history but 
to jail on a murder charge? it is the best sc far in telling it like

If violence is apple pie-American wasr about America s untold 
then some consolation may be s ory of abor- 
found in another unwritten great 
American tradition: that nobody 
likes a fink and a stool pigeon.

the audience.
0. <r

A pay line in the movie.
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HEY,‘TEACH’YOU BUT 3000 

BLACK KIDS, 60 WHITE KIDS, 
AND A WAR GOING ON!It’s a crisp 38° 

The sun is bright 
Sky’s clear 
And you’ve got 
your period 
So what?

un-
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LiI
You use Tampax tampons, so 
go ahead and do your thing. 
Go hiking, skiing, riding . . . 
anything you please. Comfor
table, convenient, internally 
worn Tampax tampons can’t 
chafe or irritate like bulky 
pads. In fact, you may even 
forget you have your period. 
Tampax tampons, used by 
more active women around 
the world than all other tam
pons combined.

y.
-Steel Labor 

The United Steel workers
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Summer is almost 
here...
...but is your car ready 
for summer?
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THE MIRISCH PRODUCTION COMPANY Presents

“HALLS OF ANGER”
Starring CALVIN LOCKHART

Co starring JANET Mac LACHLAN JAMES A WATSON, Jr JEFF BRIDGES 
Music-DAVE GRUSIN Written by JOHN SHANER and AL RAMRUS 

Executive Producer WALTER MIRISCH 
Directed by PAUL BOGART Produced by HERBERT HIRSCHMAN

*T£ % we are ready for you at...
\X
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GALLELLO'S BP 
SERVICE
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ADULT COLOR by DeLuxe" United ArtistslH11»tAiNM|mOEVFLOPFa BV A UOCtOR 
NOW uSfTv BY MILLIONS OF WOMIN

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARF MADE ONLY BY 
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD.. 

BARRIE. ONTARIO

3374 KEELE STREET (N. OF SHEPPARD) 
TEL. 638-3171NOW PLAYING CAPITOL
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lights, lomero, Rttion!
<•> Finest calibre hilarious black comedy

MASH caters to your antiwar sentiments
By DAN MERKUR

The American war film was born in the 
middle of World War 1, and what to do with 
it during peacetime has puzzled Hollywood 
ever since. By the very nature of the 
medium, film glamorizes its subject 
matter, which is all very fine for rah-rah 
John Wayne battle epics, but makes 
anything else nigh on impossible.

An antiwar film is impossible by 
definition. Film glamorizes. The “anti
war” themes of The Big Parade and All 
Quiet on the Western Front have less to do 
with war and more with camaraderie 
( “Truer love hath no man ...”). The films 
are first rate melodramas, down to the 
emotionally charged shot of Lew Ayres 
reaching for a butterfly as he gets his. The 
tragedy of war here is what it prevents 
men from doing otherwise.

There was a series of antiwar action 
dramas in the thirties — The Dawn Patrol, 
The Road to Glory, The Eagle and the 
Hawk — that centred on the pressures of 
command, of ordering men to their deaths. 
These films were action dramas that 
presupposed war is hell, but never 
bothered to reason why.

World War 11 solved the problem for a 
time, and from 1938 until 1946, the closest 
thing to antiwar statements were the 
grimly deterministic Story of G.I. Joe, and 
A Walk in the Sun.

Since then, we’ve been told war is ab
surdly silly (How I Won the War), war is 
grotesque (The War Game), and war is not 
what politicians think (Oh, What a Lovely 
War ). But the films fail — the first due to 
frivolity, the second because of obvious 
fakery, and the third owing to ponderous 
length. The effective antiwar statement 
has yet to be made.

Over the years, though, a strange 
element has crept into the war film. 
Somehow Twelve O’clock High, Pork Chop 
Hill, Captain Newman M.D. and even The 
Purple Heart have taken on antiwar 
overtones, not because of any change in 
the films, but because the audience is 
unwilling to accept war’s old raison d’etre 
just because it’s there. Today, the 
audience’s attitude towards war is read 
into the old films, and the old films take on 
new meanings.

The makers of MASH have read the 
market well. MASH will undoubtedly be 
the big film this spring, not because it is 
such an antiwar statement, as many would 
have us believe, but because it caters to 
the antiwar sentiments of its audience. 
MASH is as crass a commercial vehicle as 
has ever been made. But, and herein lies 
one of Hollywood’s greatest virtues, box- 
office returns are often the result of fine, 
meticulous craftsmanship coupled with 
clever artistry. MASH is one helluva 
commercial picture. It is also one helluva 
fine one.

MASH concerns the antics of Korean 
War army surgeons in a hospital unit three

filled with pockets of liquid that would 
spurt like blood when cut) and so when the 
incisions were made, the actors felt they 
were cutting through flesh that throbbed 
and shook as the actor on the table 
breathed and moved beneath the scalpels. 
The impression is frighteningly real, more 
so than documentary footage of actual 
operations. People have walked out of the 
theatre because of it.

Said the director, “Well, that’s good. If 
you don’t have that, the picture has no 
value. I really tried to frighten the 
audience. I wanted them to laugh their 
heads off, and say “Oh Jesus, I hope 
they’re not going to do another one of 
those,” or say “How far are you going to 
go the next time?” I really tried to scare 
them, to make them feel while they were 
laughing and breaking up at the humor on 
the thing, that there’s something terrible 
going on, and “Am I going to have to see 
that again,” and that’s the message. The 
audience eventually joins them, becomes 
like the surgeons themselves, accustomed, 
acclimatized to it.”

MASH is a black comedy, because war is 
a black comedy. How else can a man keep 
his sanity and regard war? How else can 
announcements of showing of When Willie 
Comes Marching Home, Halls of Mon
tezuma and The Glory Brigade at a MASH 
unit be taken? How can two units seriously 
contemplate a football game? This much 
is historically accurate.

In that light, the fiction in MASH is not so 
hard to believe.

Directed by Robert Altman, a 
distinguished TV director with no (Cold 
Day in the Park) reputation in films, 
MASH is a carefully photographed canvas 
of the bleak, drab, khaki and mud life in 
the army. The low key lighting and the soft 
focus blend well with the subject.

Excepting the contrived posing of the 
Last Supper, the composition and grouping 
in the film is accidental. Altman added 10 
characters to the script, and told both 
them and the principals to improvise 
freely.

The acting is superb, the camera is 
casually appropriate, and the cutting and 
dubbing are clever.

In effect, MASH is Hollywood at its best 
— a good producer with a commercial 
sense influencing the director who has 
artistic control, aided by superb craftsmen 
and artists resulting in a very fine com
mercial and artistic movie that is painfully 
funny.

MASH is a hilarious, touching, zany 
comedy of the finest calibre, with only one 
really serious line in the film, which 
nevertheless makes its impact. Called 
away from giving a dead man absolution 
to assist in another man’s operation, Dago 
Red is told “This man’s still alive and that 
other man’s dead, and that's a fact.” 
That’s what MASH is about. And that’s a 
fact.
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Elliott Gould, Tom Skerritt and Donald Sutherland watching the wall of the 
women's shower, disappear in order to decide on a bet on whether Hot Lids is 
really a blonde. (She isn't.) M
miles from the front line living in a Sgt.
Bilko environment. The colonel (Roger 
Bowen ) is too busy balling his girl to run 
the outfit, so his corporal, Radar O’Reilly 
does. Meanwhile, the rest of the camp 
functions as it wills, with surgeons 
Trapper John (Elliot Gould), Hawkeye 
(Donald Sutherland) and Duke (Tom 
Skerritt) being the centre of attraction, as 
they engage in one comic situation after 
another, variously involving Hot Lips 
(Sally Kellerman), the straight laced head 
nurse who is shown the error of her ways ;
Major Frank Burns (Robert Duvall), an 
incorrigible incorruptable sky pilot they 
send home in a straight jacket ; Painless 
Polex (John Schuck,) the best equipped 
dentist in Korea, who is convinced his Don 
Juanism is a coverup for latent 
homosexuality; Dago Red (Rene 
Auberjonois) the camp chaplain; and Lt.
Dish (Jo Ann Pflug) who may very well 
qualify as the best equipped nurse in 
Korea.

The film is just a series of vignettes 
beginning with the arrival of Hawkeye and 
Duke at the 477th Mobile Army Surgical 
Hospital and ending with their return 
home. In the meantime, 116 minutes of 
hilarious film are unveiled before our 
eyes.

The traditional service comedy (Don’t 
Go Near the Water ; Rally Round the Flag,
Boys; No Time for Sergeants) just won’t 
sell to today’s audience, because, you see, 
the Korean War wasn’t that funny, and we 
can’t indulge ourselves for two hours in the 
suspension of that sort of disbelief without 
feeling badly about it.

So the book by Richard Hooker, which 
the director called “pornography ... just a 
bad book, a terrible book” was thrown out 
the window, and retaining only the 
situations, Ring Lardner Jr. built a story 
line about the characters by balancing the 
highly comic off-duty escapades with the 
graphic depiction of the insides of the 
operating theatres.

The operations are gruesomely realistic. 
I know of no one who wasn’t uncomfortable 
watching them. Many had to literally turn 
away from the screen. The reduction of 
men to just so much meat cut open on the 
operating table was too much. The war-is- 
hell reminder is only too present in the 
surgery. Add to that lines like “If this guy 
knew the clowns who were operating on 
him, I think he’d faint”, and “How could a 
despicable person like that get to a position 
of responsibility in the U.S. Army Medical 
Corps? — He was drafted.” and you can 
understand why the U.S. Army and Air 
Force have banned MASH for reasons of 
morale.

By throwing in these sequences, the 
audience feels entitled to get a laugh out of 
the comic scenes, because, dammit, 
they’ve earned it.

The scenes appear incredibly realistic 
because they were. Each operation shown 
on film was actually an entire operation. 
The film on view is mere seconds of the 
hours of footage of the operating tables. 
The actors were given a sense of what they 
were doing by having an actor there on the 
table with a piece of simulated flesh 
(rubber and whatnot of varying textures

Fascinating film of Futz fares favorably
By LLOYD CHESLEY "

Tom O’Horgan is definitely trying to do something to us.
He started off in New York’s theatre by assaulting the 
audience visually, aurally and physically. His weapons 
are voice, nudity, four-letter words and overall shock.

Now he has made Futz, his off-Broadway smash (is 
there such a thing as an on-Broadway play?) into a 
movie. His attention is to the same effect : shock. What he 
wants is audience involvement.

Sidelight: Futz is a man, a farmer more exactly, who 
happens to love his pig, a fact discovered when the local 
constabulary badgers a man who killed his girl into ad
mitting that he did it having been driven mad by the sight 
of Futz having intercourse, or so we can assume, with the 
pig (Amanda by name).

What we watch is a play being put on in a farm field for 
an audience of “folk”.

every time it happens there is no specific reason for its 
happening at just that moment. What this does is confuses 
the audience. Unable to understand the “why?” they 
become confused as to the “what?” and are never sure 
what is play and what is real. So, indeed O’Horgan does 
what he wanted in terms of involvement.

Another interesting thing in the film is the setting. Not 
only is it a farmyard, but it is a cloudy day after, 
sometimes during, a rain. It is a lush green area, nicely 
offsetting and assimilating the light blue clothes all the 
performers wear.

It is a cold day, a wet day. What it makes you feel is the 
way you felt the last time you were caught in a rainstorm. 
I mention this because it was so well communicated. It is 
an atmosphere you can feel. It is a new experience.

I can tell little in specific relation to the substance of the 
story, but I will accept this as intentional. The film is not 
intended to tell a tale, but rather to assault the emotions. 
Anyway, the story is lost amongst a melange of un
connected, often meaningless lines. Besides that, the cast 
makes extra-specially sure that any phrase that can be 
turned into a yell or a grunt is used that way. In this way 
there is more noise than substance.

This is not to say that the point is not made, but it is done 
not so much through content as through form. We are not 
supposed to understand the ideas, we are supposed to feel 
them as concepts. And so it is.

The cast, I should mention, is the Cafe La Mama

company, so we can assume that they know what they are 
doing in their delivery of lines. They are some of the most 
accomplished classical actors I have seen in a long time. 
Few have their technical control of voice and most 
especially of body and movement. They are a group 
perfectly suited to action theatre.

At times the pacing of the film lags. In other words, a 
sequence of one type runs too long : be it a monologue that 
becomes an irritating harangue or a set of fast cuts that 
run on until you no longer see the screen. But for the most 
part it is consistently exciting.

By the time your hour-and-a-half is up you feel firstly 
very wet, and secondly you feel the violence and injustice 
that they are talking about. You are exhausted in all ways. 
I might add that you forget their message soon in thinking 
about what they were doing. It is the form that remains 
foremost in your mind, and only a taste of the idea is with 
you.

I would figure that this is because the theatre ex
perience that the film gives you is so novel that it is hard 
to forget. This is a good way to say something, but we have 
to get used to what we are going through before we are 
ready to settle down and listen.

Anyway, whatever your reason for watching (unless it’s 
dirt, like four or five greasers who left after 20 minutes) 
you’re bound to get some excitement out of this show. But 
let ye be forewarned : don’t go expecting to settle back and 
sit. Even if you do, you’ll be up off your ass before you 
know what hit you.

At times the action on stage, 
through a jump cut or some other such editing 
manoeuvre, moves into the locale it is supposed to happen 
m. O’Horgan’s first idea is to crack the bond between the 
stage and the audience, and this is one method.

Then he tricks you with the audience of farmers for lo 
and behold they join the action. This is what O’Horgan has 
brought from the theatre to accomplish his task. In film he 
... , mostly sequences of fast cuts and mini-short shots, 
film s dynamic ability to whip around an audience, totally 
confusing them, totally involving them.

Jumps of this nature, that is from one locale to another 
or from the farmers status as audience to a status of 
players, are done through no intention. In other words

uses
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YUFA's study document on
Further on, this community is described as 
tripartite: faculty, students and administration 
(3/2). It would be possible to cite the many 
places in which first one version, then another, is 
employed in describing “the university”.

When combined with the committee’s wise- 
decision to refuse to build a code of conduct, 
these ambiguities begin to create mischief. The 
report takes its stand firmly against “disrup
tion”. It will not countenance protagonists of 
views “inimical to the values and purposes of the 
university itself” (1/ 10). But in a situation of 
confused definitions, who decides what con
stitutes disruption; and who can undertake to 
state, without making it “official doctrine” 
(1/ 10), what are the values and purposes of the 
university itself?

General recommendation

defined? How is it to be established which ac
tions are “inimical” to the values and purposes 
of the university?

It is easy to be specific about how disruption 
is not to be defined. It is not to be defined by the 
interests or convenience of those who are neither 
learners nor teachers. Such interests are at best 
extraneous to the process of higher education. 
Learning and teaching require a favourable 
environment to prosper. But the definition of that 
environment is part of the educational process 
itself. It is for those who teach and learn to say 
what is necessary for teaching and learning.

It is to be hoped that there will never be 
complete agreement among members of the 
university about all aspects of the learning en
vironment or about specific educational

The executive of the York University Faculty 
Association appointed in January a committee to 
bring in an analytic study of the presidential 
advisory committee on rights and respon
sibilities in the university — the Laskin report. 
The executive have received it and are pleased 
to circulate it to the wider university community 
as a part of that continuing process of debate 
about these issues — a debate the Laskin report 
rightly sees as indispensible to future adoption of 
any principles and procedures.

i

i

w pur
poses. For a university without controversy is 
dead on its feet. Commitments to conflicting 
viewpoints are the source of intellectual 
progress. Anything which prevents the free 
expression of these commitments is clearly 
inimical to the values and purposes of the 
university; and the university which suppresses 
internal controversy does so at the risk of self- 
destruction.

— — e find ourselves struck by three major
ambiguities or confusions in the Laskin Com
mittee Report — problems which we believe can 
only perpetuate present difficulties and lead to 
new ones in the near future. We state these 
problems below, following each one with our 
general and then specific recommendations.

We wish to emphasize that the university is 
essentially a community of people engaged in 
learning and teaching. In using the phrase 
“learning and teaching” we do not mean the 
word learning to apply to students and the word 
teaching to apply to faculty. The reality is far 
more complex than this. Faculty and students 
live together in an environment in which the 
most important things that go on are learning 
and teaching; we do not specify who is doing 
which at any given moment.

The Laskin report states: “It is easy enough 
to be specific about activities which directly 
disrupt the university’s functions of teaching or 
research: a strike of faculty members and a 
concerted refusal by students to vacate a 
classroom intended for others are examples” 
(3/ 6). Indeed it is easy to be specific also, about 
bad budgetary decisions on the part of the board 
of governors and the administration; bad 
decisions that could be expected to have 
disruptive consequences more far reaching and 
more serious than any action that either faculty 
or students are in a position to take.

How then are “disruptive” actions to be

1 Specific recommendation
What is the university? The report answers 

this question in a number of ways. At times it is 
defined by its task, as seen by the committee (“a 
vibrant shared experience in a life devoted to 
intellect and imagination.” Sec. 1, par. 9). Or it is 
characterized by its “functions of teaching or 
research” (3/ 6). At other times, the university 
is defined by its membership. But usage here is 
so inconsistent as to leave the reader with no 
clear impression of what the committee means. 
One strand in the report is prepared to identify 
the university, in certain contexts at least, as its 
administration (“the university itself (that is, 
those in administrative positions)” (2/3). 
Another strand declares that the university is “a 
community of faculty and students” (1/7).

:

In view of the unfortunate ambiguity of the 
Laskin report in matters of principle we would 
strongly advise against YUFA participation in a 
university court if that court were based 
sections 1 and 3 of the Laskin report. Establish
ment of a university court should not in general 
imply the acceptance of the premises on the 
basis of which the Laskin report recommends 
the institution of such a court.

!

on

2 o

There are two kinds of people in the 
university, according to the report. On the one

i:

Hi Neighbour,

Fed up with the high cost3 £
YORK

STUDENTS! of automobile insurance?
up to 35% discount

to accident-free students
LEVY & GREEN INSURANCE SERVICES

1111 Finch Ave. W. (Finch Centre) Suite 209 
Telephone 636-1550

FINCH AVE

INTERESTED IN PART TIME 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
WITH VARIETY?

DON'T KNOW WHERE 
TO LOOK CALL US
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CENTRE1

i

L .(» .m
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Æ heavier, safer and longer-lasting with : T 

m • 4 wheel independent suspension l 
1 • 4 wheel power disc brakes I

And more ! Come see for yourself ! i
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NEW

PEUGEOT 504
the special car 
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GirlI

Eo
RAYMOND’S 

EUROPEAN CAR 
SERVICE

41 EDDYSTONE AVE. 
Telephone 743-6845

Join the thousands of girls 
who enjoy the variety and 
freedom of temporary work. 
If you have office skills and 
want interesting summer 
employment we want you. 
Call us for an appointment.

If you have no office skills but have an 
outgoing personality and enjoy 
meeting people don't feel left out in 
the cold. Call us and discuss our Bank 
Teller training program. We will 
train you at our expense for this 
rewarding summer employment.

i
■

Students with Office Experience 
Register for Summer Employment* nowKelly GirlI

Canadian260 Bloor Street East
920-3434 ( Downtown )
751-9425 (Scarborough)

CENTRAL 

DON MILLS 
REXDALE

923-9801 
429 -3600 
742-6520

OFFICE SERVICES
' TORONTO LIMITED

250 BLOOR ST. E., TORONTO, ONT.
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the Laskin discipline report
hand there is the administration; on the other, 
faculty and students. These kinds of people are 
recognized in two important ways.

a) The administration has a monopoly 
die legitimate use of force. Like the Crown, it has 
inherent powers not susceptible of close 
definition. Faculty and students, on the other 
hand, are to have, by the very terms of the 
report, such rights and responsibilities as may 
be defined; but in no case may these legitimately 
cause “disruption”.

b) The administration is marked off from 
the other kind of people in this further sense. 
While it cannot be forbidden to act, it can be 
called to account after the fact and be required to 
apologize if found guilty of an offense. The other 
kind of people — faculty and students — in 
similar circumstances may be dismissed.

We believe it consistent with the intentions of 
the report to interpret its declarations about a 
university community in light of these distinc
tions.

university and/ or civil penalties or criminal 
penalties.

We are uneasy with the lack of attention paid 
— in a document addressed to a “community” — 
to the many tested and effective mechanisms for 
reaching agreement in use as in the civil com
munity. Conciliation and mediation procedures, 
together with voluntarily-accepted binding 
arbitration, are well-known techniques. The 
Ontario Human Rights Code might provide us 
with workable models for the university setting.

But this report passes all-too-quickly from 
simple conciliation to the procedures of a formal 
court able to compel attendance at its sittings 
and able to order dismissal from the university. 
Among other fears we have over this paucity of 
procedures is this: that with the whole weight 
(despite assurances that it wasn’t meant that 
way) of the system centered on the court, and 
with “disruption” so loosely defined or so ar
bitrarily defined, any refusal to participate in 
the court system could itself be construed as 
“disruption.” Then the administration, acting 
under its prerogative to initiate action 
irrespective of the court system, could proceed 
to carry out summary justice. Any substantial 
number of students or faculty who refused 
jurisdiction could thus precipitate a situation in 
which the administration would feel obligated to 
treat this refusal as a “major issue.” But surely 
this reaction is at once removed from the 
realities the proposed system is intended to deal 
with.

use seems adequate; and these offenses were 
never within the purview of the court proposal. 
If, on the other hand, the offense is one that is 
directly actionable under civil or criminal law, 
an alleged offender, by refusing to take part in 
university procedures, may be electing — freely 
— to lay himself open to the law of the wider 
community. Similarly, one adjudged an offender 
in the university, who has so offended that he has 
been expelled and who nonetheless will not 
leave, also lays himself open automatically and 
freely to community law.

This full range of elective procedures for 
adjudication seems to us to be the most ap
propriate one for a university community. It 
provides no special privileges for any group 
directly involved in the teaching and learning 
situation. It maximizes freedom through in
dividual choice, including the choice of facing 
the music downtown. No doubt it leaves much 
leeway for vexing conduct to continue prior to 
final adjudication. But we believe that freedom 
in a university community is not likely to be 
adjusted to the needs perceived by ad
ministrators, and by the administratively- 
minded, for clearly-defined role norms and for 
smoothly-operating procedures.

on

General recommendation

On the other hand, we believe that those 
directly involved in the teaching and learning 
situation are the university community as such. 
Those who perform essential and valuable 
services in aid of this situation are not outside it; 
but they are ancillary to it in a fundamental 
sense.

Specific recommendation

Thus there are indeed two kinds of people in 
the university setting. But their relationship 
ought to be recognized by appropriate means as 
being the reverse of that implied in the report. 
The rights and responsibilities of those directly 
engaged in teaching and learning cannot be 
“specified and secured” (1/ 11) because they are 
inherent and fundamental. It is entirely contrary 
to our tradition to suppose that the freedoms of 
the individual in civil society can be specified — 
and so to imply that beyond those specifications 
he is not free. How much more ought this to be 
true in the university community?

On the other hand, administrators and other 
essential ancillary people can have their rights 
and responsibilities specified in this sense: that 
they ought always, and by fairly safeguarded 
means, to be accountable for their actions. 
Further, their relation to the university com
munity is not that of Crown to citizenry. They 
have no inherent prerogative to act; their roles 
may be specified; they may not only be held 
accountable after the fact, but forbidden to act in 
certain ways. The university community is the 
Crown. To serve the Crown is high office indeed; 
to set up as an independent entity called “ad
ministration”, with its own interests, is in
supportable and certainly ought not to be en
shrined in university legislation.

1) We recommend that, for faculty and 
students, the voluntary and elective basis of all 
university tribunals, including the university 
courts, be recognized.

2) That a committee struck by Senate and 
the Council of the York Student Federation 
prepare proposals for a'full range of voluntary 
conciliation, mediation and arbitration 
procedures for the settlement of disputes within 
the university.

General recommendation

Thus there should be, in the university set
ting, a full range of means of adjusting and 
settling grievances and disputes. We endorse the 
proposal for a conciliation officer. We believe 
there ought also to be provision made for third- 
party mediation and for binding arbitration. 
There ought to be available a court mechanism.

All of these means ought to be available and 
elective for both faculty and students. One ought 
to be free to choose what seems to him to be the 
best means for resolving his problem or the best 
means for defending himself. In cases of parties 
opting for different procedures, the accused 
party’s choice of procedure would be the 
determinative one. Choice of binding arbitration 
or of the court would of course preclude sub
sequent election of other procedures.

We consider it a dangerous principle to force 
an individual member of the community to face 
an internal court with powers of coercive punish
ment. This can only increase the likelihood of 
coercive confrontations. On the contrary, the 
individual should be at liberty to opt out of court 
procedures and face the consequences.

This elective feature should not extend to 
administrators, who are ex hypothesi ac
countable. A faculty person or student accused 
by an adminstrator would be free to choose the 
means of adjudication. An administrator should 
be prepared to vindicate himself in whatever 
procedural set-up his accuser elects; this is 
genuine accountability. We, in common with the 
authors of the Laskin report, hope and trust that 
these procedures will be seldom invoked. Much 
machinery within faculties now exists. And 
responsible men and women have often com
posed their differences without resort to any 
machinery.

What happens if a member of the university 
community proper — a faculty person or student 
— refuses to take part in any university 
procedure for adjudication? We must specify 
here the character of the alleged offense. If it is 
academic in character, the system already in

4The general vagueness of the Laskin 
report’s comments about penalties or sanctions 
prompts us to make further recommendations in 
this area:

a) The committee to be struck should define 
precisely the nature of the sanctions to be im
posed by the university court.

b) In particular, suspension should be 
carefully described. Senate has already 
provided proper safeguards for tenured faculty 
under suspension. These provisions should be 
extended to non-tenured faculty by the court. 
And equivalent provisions and protection of 
rights ought to be made for students and ad
ministrators under suspension.

c) It should be recognized that expulsion of a 
student is a different penalty than dismissal of a 
faculty member. An expelled student is only 
temporarily prevented from finishing his 
university career and going on to his further 
career. A dismissed faculty member faces loss 
of his chosen career. That is, the expelled 
student is temporarily banished from university, 
while the dismissed faculty person is in per
manent exile from a career and way of life. 
Therefore, the university court ought to be 
empowered to inflict penalties up to and in
cluding suspension on a faculty person. 
Dismissal proceedings ought to be undertaken 
under procedures already in force under senate 
legislation. Since these procedures provide 
maximum safeguards for the person facing 
dismissal, we recommend that the committee, in 
setting up court procedures that involve this 
ultimate sanction for others in the university, 
should be guided by these senate standards.

Specific recommendation

We recommend that the accountability of 
administrators be ensured by not limiting to 
apology the penalties that may be imposed on 
them by the university court. Other penalties, 
such as suspension, ought to be applicable to 
administrators as well as to those directly 
engaged in teaching and learning.

3There are two kinds of processes envisioned 
in the report: a) conciliation, in the sense of 
adequate access to complaint-processing 
machinery and the use of an “independent ad
ministrator” (10/ 3) as conciliator, helping the 
parties to reach voluntary agreement; b) the 
formal court adjudication system on which the 
report lays by far its heaviest stress. Here the 
ultimate sanction is force: exile from the

\
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U.S. police are stocking up on dum-dums
WASHINGTON (CPS) — Hun- that since 1967, the U.S. Treasury 

dreds of U.S. police departments Department, Secret Service, 
and some U.S. federal agencies Bureau of Narcotics and the White 
have quietly approved the stocking House Police have been pur- 
and use of dum-dum bullets, a chasing hollow point ammunition, 
recent survey shows. Police in Miami, Kansas City,

These high-velocity 38-calibre Tucson, St. Louis and Nashville 
hollow point bullets have been and sheriffs department in Los 
outlawed for use in international Angeles County and King County 
warfare for more than half a (Seattle) among many others, 
century. have acknowledged using dum-

Lee Jurras, president of the dum bullets.
Super-Vel Cartridge Corporation of 
Shelbyville, Ind., a firm which the old British Dum-Dum Arsenal 
manufactures

effect on its victim. illegal. When we consider we are ternational Association of Police
Use of the dum-dum has been carrying a shotgun capable of Chiefs denied that dum-dums were 

classified as a war crime by a tearing off a limb or disem- being used, 
number of international con- bowellinga person with one shot, it “To my knowledge,” Peter 
ventions, including the Hague seems rather ridiculous to have Silain, the director of the 
Declaration of 1907 signed by the qualms about the fact that there is association’s Centre for Law 
United States. Police point out, a hole in the end of a pistol bullet.” Enforcement Research, said, “no 
however, that international Dum-dums came into police police department uses them, 
agreements do not apply inside the service not as a special riot “There’s no point to it when you 
United States. There are no measure, but from long-standing can use standard equipment like 
domestic laws governing police police dissatisfaction with the high-powered rifles and shotguns, 
ammunition. standard 38-calibre bullet. Dum-dums can mutilate a man.”

Lt. Joseph Mackie of the King Individual police officers have
County Sheriff’s Department long been altering regulation „ * ___ ______
responded to the survey by in- bullets, clipping or notching them Î? Â YMTYMTVQ
eluding his official report on a so that they shatter or expand upon A iVJAJIN D O
range test of hollow point bullets, contact. This was done at great EUROPEAN CAR
“There is no real problem,” the sacrifice in range and accuracey

report said. “Hollow points are not until 1963 when Super-Vel, then a SERVICE
small Mid-Western arms firm, 4, EODYSTONE AVE 
began making factory-standard wetitx j«ne st
dTavaBah'e ,° police. „

This is a touchy subject,” r*p*amnum
Jurras, who developed the special ---------
bullet, explained. “A lot of 
minority groups might object. We 
like to keep the discussion within 
law enforcement circles.”

A representative of the In-

The bullet takes its name from

bullets, in Calcutta, India. It has a cop- 
estimated in an interview that 45 perjacketed base and a soft, 
percent of all law enforcement hollowed nose. The impact of the 
agencies in the United States are bullet causes the lead to collapse 
stocking dum-dums. Jurras added over the jacket, with an explosive

the

519 YONGE ST. 
920-1212

9:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. Daily 
Thurs. & Fri. 9:30 a.m. 

to 9:00 p.m.

ONE-OF-A-KIND SALE TO REDUCE INVENTORY SELLING BELOW COST
SPEAKERS • RECEIVERS • PHONOS 

CHANGERS • TAPE RECORDERS • CASSETTES 
REEL-TO-REEL • HEADPHONES • CARTRIDGES 

ALL AT SENSATIONAL SAVINGS

We sell and service the A ward 
winning Peugeot and 
specially trained mechanics 
can repair and service all 
imported cars.

<35

(m-FI STEREO MART
^DISCOUNT ELECTRONICS

our

SALE & |

REG. SALE• GARRARD SL55 — 4-speed auto turn 
table, complete with base cover, mag. cart 
and audio cables.

• NIVICO AM/FM Stereo Tuner — amp
with 8-traclc cart, player complete with 
speakers. Save $ 100.

• ROBERTS 4-track stereo, record & play, 
separate channel control, sound-on-sound 
tape deck. Save. $90

• ELECTROVOICE stereo tuner, amp, sol
id state, walnut sleeve, Save $ 140.

• PHILIPS Continental 4-track solid state 
stereo playback, 2 speeds, a real bargain.

• HALICRAFTERS Marine Radio, AM/FM 
Marine Band, LW/SW with direction finder

• PHILIPS Solid state stereo amplifier, 
walnut sleeve, tape inputs & outputs, aux. 
inputs for tuner

• PORTABLE 6-TRANS. 2 diodes radio, 
complete with earphone, batteries and car
rying case.

philips
*68*110ill l ;

*179*279

*189*279

*149*289mr *89yt
*189:h •y-

« *89*149

HALICRAFTERS
r

f!

*54*89>
*< -V :

*8.97•15 '
•A• EICO 70 watts AM/FM solid state, com

pletely wired stereo tuner-amplifier. Save 
$100. *349•449

w,
A.G.S.

1 siCRUNdjg" • KORTING T40 chassis AM/FM German 
mode, 80 wotts music power, ideal for cus
tom installation

• GRUNDIG Deluxe model TK341 4-track 
stereo sound-on-sound, 110-240 volts, 3- 
f peed, push-button. $ Save $

• MONARCH 50 watt solid state AM/FM 
stereo tuner-amplifier in walnut sleeve, 
mag. cart, input.

• TOSHIBA 4-track stereo, playback, 2 
speed, 7-inch reel, complete with micro
phone. Save $60.

• STEREO HEADPHONES best value, 
comparative value only

• GERMAN -mode radio AM/FM — short 
wave radio in wooden walnut cabinet

*125*199

;îJL2lS!!L2é *299*439 ’ :

*139.V--.... *199BSR ; * „
:

*99
$g.ss

- SWSA- *159
e

*25
"sssws.r"-- *45*69 1

m
Sw-

“ V sases^i CASSETTES cso$1 ■” ego *179 ci2o*2M P
fc. ...

REG. SALE REG. SALE• SCOTT STEREO compact 
AM/FM with 2 full roneje speak
er systems, Comparable

• DUAL STEREO tap# deck,
4-track, hyperbolic heads for 
best frequency response, com
plete with base & cover.

• AM/FM CAR Converter-tuner 
with adaptable FM antenna

• HEATH KIT completely wired
system, separate amplifier, 
AM/FM tuner and pre-amp.

• AM/FM CAR RADIO with
locking bracket, quality made 
by Sharp with tpne control.

• PORTABLE Cassette tape
recorder, battery-operated, AC 
adaptable.

• BSR turntable, automatic, 4- 
speed, lightweight, tone 
clip in cartridge holder

• AMPEX TAPES 5" Mylar
tape, 900 If.

*249 *219*350 *280
Ï• CLOCK RADIO AM band, 

automatic alarm, good tone 
from large speaker, compact 
j.ie *27*49

*1995*29.95 'k
• PHILIPS Portable stereo *100rec

ord player in wood cabinet with 
matching speakers. Aux. inputs 
for tuner and tape recorder.

*249
*185*249

*59*119• AGS stereo component system 
with AM/FM stereo tuner-am
plifier and matching speakers *89*149 In the space of an hour you can learn 

more about reading than you thought 
possible. Attend a FREE Mini Lesson on 
the Evelyn Wood Course, where you will 
learn how to read 3-4-5 times faster 
with comprehension.

*29• SANYO AM/FM *49portable 
phonograph, battery-operated, 
tone control with diamond *38nee-

*69die *22arm, *39* COLUMBIA portable stereo, 
2 detachable speakers, stereo, 
diamond needle *34*79 *1"*3.49

PLUS MANY, MANY MORE!

PHONE FOR INFORMATION 
923-4681

HI-FI STEREO MART
519 YONGE ST. 920-1212(Just North 

of College) * CENTRE FOR READING DYNAMICS LTD
Suite 215, 730 Yonge St., Toronto 5, Ontario
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] On Campus
Thursday March 26

10 am — CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION. Meeting and 
discussion in Room 114 McLaughlin.

10:30 am — INFORMAL DISCUSSION. Sponsored by York 10 and the 
psychology department, Sigmund Koch, the University of Texas 
professor who lectured Wednesday afternoon on “The Encounter Group 
Movement and Its Image of Man", will participate in an informal 
discussion with all interested individuals in the graduate student lounge 
on the 7th floor of the Ministry of Love.

11 am — FILM. “The Group" in Room C, Stedman Lecture Hall. 
Admission free.

12-2 pm — SUMMER OF SERVICE. A meeting will be held in the 
Coloquial Room of Stedman for anyone wanting information about the 
summer volunteer projects with SOS.

1 pm — NOON HOUR CONCERT. Upland and Windmill, a rock per
cussion group, will play in the McLaughlin Dining Hall.

4:30 pm — SENATE MEETING. In the multi-purpose chamber, open 
to all members of the York community. Observers should obtain a ticket 
from Room S945, the Ministry of Love.

6 pm — CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION. Meeting and 
discussion in Room 112, Vanier.

8:30-12 pm — GREEN BUSH INN. Live entertainment for a 75 cents 
cover charge for non-members. In the Central Square.

Friday March 27
12-7 pm — GREEN BUSH INN. Live entertainment for a 75 cents 

cover charge for non-members. In the Central Square.
l pm — NOON HOUR CONCERT. Upland and Windmill, a rock per

cussion group, in the Glendon College Old Dining Hall.
7-10 pm — BADMINTON CLUB. Staff, faculty and graduates, but NO 

UNDERGRADS welcome. In the upper gym, Tait McKenzie.

Saturday March 28
8 pm-12:30 am — YORK UNIVERSITY CHINESE STUDENTS 

SOCIETY EASTER MASQUERADE. In the Winters College dining hall. 
$2 per person, masks available at the door.

Sunday March 29
2-4 pm — BADMINTON CLUB. Upper gym, Tait McKenzie.
7 pm and 9 pm — FILM. “No Way to Treat a Lady", sponsored by 

Winters College. 25 cents admission in Room D, Stedman.

Tuesday March 31
12:15 pm — METRO POETRY WEEK 1970. George Jonas, Harry 

Howith and John Robert Colombo wjll read their poetry in the Toronto 
Public Library City Hall Branch in the City Hall, Nathan Phillips Square.

University News
Copy supplied by Department of Information

Apologizes for ambiguity

Ross on discipline report

1University President Murray G. Ross, in a letter 
addressed to ‘‘all members of the university,” 
outlines his position on the issue involved in the 
publication, in Calendars, of a section on student 
conduct which implies that the Laskin committee's 
report on discipline was university policy. Text of his 
letter follows.

“There has been, in the past several weeks, con
siderable discussion about the Laskin Report, par
ticularly the statement in the Calendar on student 
discipline and my position on the Report and its 
implementation. For the sake of clarity, may I 
outline to you my conception of the status of this 
Report :

"1. I would like to make it clear, first of all, that the 
Laskin Report has not been approved, accepted, or 
adopted in whole or in part by the University. The 
Report is now under discussion and judgment on its 
adequacy will come later.

There are in the main two aspects of the Report — 
(a) a body of law, and (b) a set of procedures for 
dealing with disciplinary matters. For reasons which 
I will set out below, I am, while discussion and debate 
on the Report continues, using the spirit of the 
recommended procedures to attempt to provide a 
greater degree of self-government in disciplinary 
matters in the University. This was the purpose and 
the intent of the statement on this subject in the 
Calendar — although I recognize it to be ambiguous, 
if not confusing.

“2. At the present time, the York University Act 
(Section 13, (2) (c) ) gives the President ‘power to 
formulate and implement regulations governing the 
conduct of students and student activities.' As long as 
this statement remains the law, the President has 
ultimate authority over student conduct. This is not a 
situation which endears itself either to me or, I am 
sure, to most members of the University community.

“3. In order that the above authority may be 
modified and controlled to some degree, I have said 
that until the University endorses, modifies, or 
rejects the Laskin Report on Rights and Respon
sibilities, I will be guided, in the main, in respect of 
Section 13 (2) (c) by the procedures recommended in 
the Report. This is not to increase the power and 
authority of the President in respect of student af
fairs; indeed, it is the opposite, for it requires the 
President to abide by certain procedures developed 
by a responsible committee of students, faculty, and 
Board members.

“4. It may be that, in the months that follow, 
discussions in the Senate, in the York Student 
Federation, in the councils of the various Colleges, 
will modify or perhaps reject the Laskin Report. If 
this is so, then the statement authorized in the 
Calendar will have to be modified or deleted. Until 
that time, however, the University must have some 
procedures in respect of discipline. It cannot operate 
in a void. And I am certain that few want authority 
left in the hands of the President. What I 
suggesting is that until the various groups in the 
University make up their minds about the Laskin 
Report, I want to use that part of it which deals with
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Murray G. Ross
procedures to condition and control the authority 
given to the President in Section 13 (2) (c) of the York 
University Act.

“5. There is a further step in the ‘Laskin Report- 
process'. This has to do with the York University Act.
The Act was passed in the Provincial Legislature in 
1965 and it may well be that a new Act, or a modified 
Act, is required. But members of the University 
should know that the changing of the Act is a long 
term task. My own information is that, even if we had 
the draft of a new Act ready to present to the 
Legislature tomorrow, it would require at least two 
years to have it passed by the various committees of
^Sï^^bnstti'ï.toff'iî'uSsiedman ,nteresieds,affsh°"id =ttendtoh«ra"d-I»"«*»

n appears to me to be important to look at the report o[ ,he commjt,ee app0inted to frame a constitution for the
association. George Eton of the division of professional studies, Atkinson 
College, will address the meeting. This will be your association and your 
individual support is vital.

8 pm — METRO POETRY WEEK 1970. Doug Fetherling, Elizabeth 
Woods and Joe Nickell will read their poetry in the Cedarbrae District 
Branch of the Scarborough Public Library, 545 Markham Rd., George 
Jones, Harry Howith and John Robert Colombo will read in the Don Mills 
Area Branch of the North York Public Library, 888 Lawrence Ave. E.; 
David Donnell, Phyllis Gotlieb and Raymond Souster will read in the 
Forest Hill Learning Resources Centre of the Toronto Public Library, 666 
Eglinton Ave. W.; Tom Arnett, Nelson Ball and York professor Eli 
Mandel will read in the Main York Public Library, 1745 Eglinton Ave. W. ; 
and Frances Sparshott, Gwendolyn MacEwen and Douglas Lockhead will 
read from their poetry in the Mimico Centennial Library, 47 Station Rd. 
in Etobicoke.

5-7 pm — Y’ORK UNIVERSITY STAFF ASSOCIATION. An important 
meeting of the proposed association will be held in Lecture Hall D in

Laskin Report in this light. Assuming that the York 
University Act will be changed in three years time, 
what guidelines should we use in the interim? The 
results of widespread discussion of the Laskin Report 
should give us these guidelines. But I hope that we 
can separate (a) the changing of the Act, and (b) the 
interim measures to be followed prior to changing the 
Act. These are two rather different tasks.

“What I have done (if I may repeat) is simply to 
say that while these discussions are in process I have 
limited the authority given the President in the Act in 
accordance with the procedures recommended in the 
Laskin Report. If I did not do this, the responsibilities 
assigned to me in the Act would require me to make 
up my own ad hoc procedures. The statement in the 
Calendar is ambiguous and for this, I apologize. But I 
hope you will recognize that the intent is not to inhibit A n F ,, n„ v 
discussion of the Laskin Report but to state frankly pVm, ... ...
that we have moved and are moving away from some ,2..- _ Mftro poftrv wffk i<nn n h n ,, ^AcV’6 reStriCÜVe SeCÜOnS °f the Y°rk UniVerSUy Raymond^&ouster'v^U ^ead^from Ufeirpo^r^y in^the CUy* Ha^Branch'of

the Toronto Public Library.
8 pm — METRO POETRY WEEK 1970. Doug Fetherling, Elizabeth 

Woods and Joe Nickell in the Toronto Public Library Eastern Branch, 137 
Main St.; George Jones, John Robert Columbo and Harry Howith in the 
Richview Branch of the Etobicoke Public Library, 600 Islington Ave. N. ; 

Canadas first Janies Joyce James Joyce Society of Toronto, Scholars participating in the David Donnell, Phyllis Gotlieb and Raymond Souster in the Nordheimer 
Symposium will be held at York, the Symposium will bring scholars seminar will include Father Room of the Music Library, 559 Avenue Rd.; Tom Arnett, Nelson Bell and
April 3-5. Sponsored by College E, and students from all over North Robert Boyle, S.J., Marquette Eli Mandel in the York Woods Area Branch of the North York Public
the York 10 Committee, and the America to the York campus. University, Wisconsin, and a Library, 1785 Finch Ave. W.; and Francis Sparshott, Gwendolyn

visiting professor at Kent State MacEwan and Douglas Lockhead in the Agincourt Mall, Sheppard
University, Ohio; Phillip Herring, Avenue East and Kennedy Road. More readings Thursday, Friday and
University of Virginia; Leslie Sunday. For information about times and places, drop into the EX-
Fiedler, State University of New CALIBUR office.
York at Buffalo; Bernard Ben- 8 pm — RICHVALE WRITERS’ CLUB. Meeting every other Wed- 
stock, Kent State University; nesday at 8 pm at 79 Denham Drive in Thornhill. A free, friendship club to 
Donald Theall, McGill University; discuss members’poetry and prose.

Members of faculty who received the PhD degree during 1969-70 in- Thomas Staley, University of 
C immiP » .. ,, ’ Oklahoma, and editor of the James
,T . .. G M. ABELLA, history, Glendon, December, 1969, from the Joyce Quarterly ; and Janet Lewis
University of Toronto. Thesis: “The Struggle for Industrial Unionism in from the English department at
Canada: the CIO, the Communist Party and the Canadian Congress of York
Labor, 1936-1956." Harry Poliock associate fellow Effective April 6 until April 30 the library hours at Leslie Frost and at

HENRY BEST, humanities, December, 1969, from Laval University, of College E and president of the Sfea<rie wiU ** extended until 5 am every day. However, there will be 
Thesis: “A Biography of George-Etienne Cartier.” James Jovce Society of Toronto checkini out of library materials after midnight.
_ RUTH GROGAN, English, January, 1970, from the University of will presentamixed iïïdia

AShi^ntL JKfVTheory amd Practice of Wdham Carlos Williams production, "Nautsy-Calves", a University offices, the Tait McKenzie Building and the Proctor
- A Study m tl^ Myth of Amencan Energy?- dramatization of the Gerty Me- Fieldhouse at Glendon will be closed tomorrow G^d Friday The

PETER J. LASKA, philosophy, September, 1969, from the University Dowell episode in Ulysses. Pollock libraries will observe normal operating hours 
of Rochester. Thesis: “Kant’s Theory of the Moral Will”. adapted produced and directed a

PETER M. MITCHELL, humanities and history, January, 1970, from performance at the Abbey Theatre 
Indiana University. Thesis: “Wei Yuan (1795-1857) : Early Modernization for the second international James 
Movement in China and Japan." Joyce Symposium held in Dublin,

R. EDWARD OVERSTREET, administrative studies, August, 1969, Ireland, last summer and is pre- 
from Purdue University. Thesis: “Social Exchange Processes in a N- paring a new production for the

third international symposium in
GEORGE B. SHAND, English, Glendon, December, 1969, from the Trieste next year 

University of Toronto. Thesis: “Stage Technique in the Plays of Plans for the three-day sym- |
epFTTrD>WrTMD ai u ... .• posium also include a song recital

JOHN PETER UNRALL, humanities, Atkinson, July, 1969, from of Joyce’s poetry and a display of
Oxford University. Thesis: “A Study of Ruskin’s Architectural original drawings by Aba 
Writings. Baycfsky.

KENNETH LAURENCE McREA WELDON, administrative studies, For further information contact 
October, 1969 from S anford University. Thesis: “Stochastic Storage the College E office in the Tern- 
Processes with Multiple Slope Linear Inputs and Outputs.” porary Office Building - 635-3063

am

Joyce symposium next week

Faculty briefs
If you entered the 1970 photo contest pick up your entries now in Room 

70, Temporary Office Building.

no

I
iStaff Association

An important meeting of the proposed association 
will be held in Lecture Hall D in Stedman from 5-7 
pm. All interested staff should attend to hear and 
vote upon the report of the committee appointed to 
framea constitution for the association. George Eton 
of the division of professional studies, Atkinson 
College, will address the meeting. This will be your 
association and your individual support is vital.
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Address letters to the Editor , EXCALIBUR, York University. 
Those typed (double spaced) are appreciated. Letters must be 
signed for legal reasons. A pseudonym will be used if you have a 
good reason.Letters to the Editor

there is no potential student body to feed 
the foreign literature departments of two 
universities?

We think that the administration has in 
the short time of three years not really 
given our Foreign Literature Department 
an honest chance to develop such a student 
body.

We are aware, of course, of certain in
ternal problems but surely it is not the 
proper way to solve these problems by 
dissolving the department entirely? 
Further, if the administration is going to 
be willing to build up a Hispanic-Italian 
literature department from the beginning, 
without any student body so far in Italian 
Literature, then why is it not willing to do 
the same for the Russian and German 
Literatures? (Assuming, that the ad
ministration is going to put into effect the 
committee’s recommendations.)

There are many potential university 
students with an educational background 
in German language and a growing 
number of high-school students with in
terest in Russian.

If this university should have decided 
that its field of primary interest lies in the 
fields of the exact and the social sciences, 
then it should be entirely honest about this 
fact. It would then be unfair to the career 
of professors in the field of Foreign 
literature and to the students in the study 
of German and Russian, not to make clear 
at the outset there is, in effect, no future 
for them here!

ministration in any way, or to ‘demand’ 
certain actions. We wish merely to plead 
the students’ case and to suggest a course 
of action that we feel would be of the 
greatest benefit to the actual and potential 
student body in foreign literature.

It seems to us that so far the university 
has been trying to put the cart before the 
horse. If a university shows interest in a 
certain field of study and tries to attract a 
student body, both qualitative and 
quantitative, surely it must make the 
initial commitment. Surely if must hire an 
adequate staff to provide an extensive and 
intensive programme within that field of 
study, before it can expect serious 
students to go to that university. Without a 
good programme, no good student will 
come.

For example, the University of 
Waterloo, which started operation in 1958, 
had built up within the short space of 10 
years a huge German Literature 
Department. The university, as well as its 
neighbour and rival, Waterloo Lutheran 
University, are operating with a home 
base of perhaps 80,000 people culled from 
the population of the twin cities : Kit- 
chener-Waterloo. Now they attract 
students from all over Ontario and 
Canada. Originally they had to commit 
themselves to hire a full staff and to 
provide full facilities before they had a 
large student body. Their investment has 
paid off handsomely.

Does the administration seriously 
believe that in a city of 2.5 million people

Task Force upset 
at editorializing

The task force thanks you for reprinting 
our brief to the CYSF. Needless to say 
there is considerable suspicion of the task 
force, presupposing that it will merely 
propagandize a predetermined position. 
By making our brief available, the York 
Community can judge the study as we 
have conceived it and our seriousness. If 
the study is to have any merit, it is 
essential that the task force has the co
operation of the York Community. We 
were, therefore, most distressed that 
EXCALIBUR chose to editorialize on the 
task force by superimposing the “struggle 
for Canada” (fist holding maple leaf) 
symbol on our brief.

Secondly, you omitted what in our 
opinion was an important footnote. The 
first occurrence of ‘number’ is footnoted 
thus: In this brief, we are using the ex
pression ‘numbers’ to refer to the 
proportion of teaching staff at York whose 
country of origin and acculturation is 
Canada/ or a foreign country, and the 
proportion of teaching staff whose country 
of postgraduate academic training is 
Canada/ or a foreign country. The task 
force will focus on the significance of 
“numbers” by examining the causes and 
effects, both institutional and national, of 
the present composition of teaching-staff 
at York on various levels of the university.

Task Force 
on Canadian education 

____  __________at York University

Is Foreign Literature 
on way out at York

This university has had a Foreign 
Literature Department teaching the 
Spanish, Russian and German Literature 
for three years. It has operated with a 
skeleton staff. The administration seems 
to have made in those three years only the 
minimum financial investment.

It has been expected from this depart
ment to attract an adequate number of 
good students without being able to offer a 
thorough training in the study of these 
literatures. Since the student body has not 
increased as expected, an investigating 
committee, made up of outside professors, 
has looked into the problem. It has now 
given its report to the administration.

The gist of this report is as follows :
1. The Foreign Literature Department is 

to be dissolved.
2. A new department of Hispanic and 

Italian Literature is to be established 
starting with the school year 1971-1972.

3. “Due to the limitations of the staff” 
(to speak in the words of the report) there 
will be established a ‘restricted’ 
prgramme of German and Russian 
Literature and Culture courses under the 
auspices of the humanities department.

These are so far only recommendations 
made by said committee to the ad
ministration. They are not necessarily 
going to be put into effect. The purpose of 
this letter is not to ‘attack’ the ad
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WTo those leaving the University for the 
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your everyday needs.'
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